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Abstract 
the initial-boundary 
orientation is accounted 
.......... av •• .., of Fibre 
sus-
sense, 
through the introduction a second-order orientation tensor A. This variable, to-
with the velocity pressure, 
for problem. governing equations are balance momentum, the 
compressibility condition, an evolution equation A, and a constitutive 
the stress. 
evolution equation '""V',LV"'" a A, it is 
necessary to approximate A as a function 
The of these is equations 
"~ 
suspension flows, relations. It has previously 
shown by Galdi Reddy that, for linear the 1J.l"".WC;Ui 
is wellposed provided that the particle constant, is 
a cd tical The by Galdi m rotary 
is a function the flow. 
issues different of 
thermodynamics is to the constraints that constitutive equations 
have to ~~V'~'_l m to be compatible with This is carried 
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a variety of The second the thesis concerns 
and to equations, for the 
III which IS as 
a existence of solutions are for 
data, and in the case the linear closure, values of the 
The uses a Schauder fixed approach. 
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SUMMARY 
It is well-known the linear closure leads to <NLL'JULa.LV 
the of fluid is the 
has found yet for suspension flow 1"\,.r,r""'~!Q of 
to show that, conformity with results presented elsewhere, 
proximation to flows are stable for ranges 
and a global a SUe~ClI:lC 
stability is based on consistency of the constitutive 
spect the second of thermodynamics, conditions of 
solution 
work is 
ap-
with re-
bility in energetic sense. Four are investigated linear, quadratic, 
Hinch&Leal Smooth orthoropic. 
tnE~or.em uses . fixed point argument is decomposed into 
two linear ones: a problem the velocity a type the 
orientation and one transport The <>V',,,,t-,,.n 
linear 
for 
be the body 
rI""·"'''''''' to obtain a unique ",""VUU." classical solution 
value . The is found 
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Chapt 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Suspension 
flow of fluids suspensions fibres (as shown in Figure 1) is' an important 
problem 
due to 
are 
processmg 
mobile body panels to 
goods [2]. 
materials, 
for 
reinforce 
received at ten-
~U,",l<:;;<:;;'..l, fibre COlTIDOSl 
consumer 
injection 
.. ~ 
moulding and extrusion, sheet moulding compounds, and GMTs 
mat-reinforced thermoplastics). reinforce metallic and 
matrices, polymer-matrix composites , and many other applications. 
new field explored is orthopaedic implants, 
be as prostheses. Traditionally, metal are used 
However, to their stiffness, do 
effectively. Fibre composites are ideal canditates to 
1 
composites may 
the human body. 
1- ... "",,,,,.,.,, to the bone 
them as have 
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1: Illl,"!::.\;;; of digi tized a of a of 
moulding compound [31j. 
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1.1. FIBRE SUSPENSION 3 
moderate stiffness, can tuned to UJ.O'AH.'uJ.'<,\;;, load to 
[40]. 
use of composite compounds has in commercial importance in 
and pel:tolnaJlce 
to mechanical and thermal [24], so the practical interest arises 
use fibre-reinforced \'-V'''IJV"J. as replacement for metals. 
properties of composites are not as good as a composite with 
continuous J.""J.H~n can 
them an economic fibre are still 
fabricated 
cure (40]. 
slow, labour-intensive pr()ce:ss€~s such as lay-up followed by autoclave 
composites are generally formed by automated methods such as 
moulding, compression moulding or extrusion. 
of fibre suspension composite on way 
part is manufactured. such a material is +,....,.rn", • .ri 
or moulding compound 
depend 
flow the orientation 
As the 
the orientation of IS ~~~'-'F>'~I"'" orientation changes when 
matrix solidifies, the orientation .De1cornes part microstructure of 
the finished article 40]. 
fibre orientation IS dominant structural a com-
posite. The composite is and in the direction orientation, 
and and more compliant the direction of orientation (2]. 
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4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Therefore, it is very to know what happens in the state a 
composite material. An a.1:IlJ"C\.,tI is that of and fibre-fibre it is 
of \"V!!>::I!'.t'Cl to how model 
to to quantita.tivelyand qualitatively these 
interactions the rheological properties [10]. 
The ultimate goal is to learn how to design composite parts and 
to of the and to pf()ce~ss(~s so as 
and the possible pelrIOlrman<:;e 
the 
It would interesting to answer the following questions, no matter 
or material is being considered: 
- What describe the orientation of and how can one measure 
How flow ..... u''''uF,''' the orientation of 
which can the u."-,"u ..... u'''''. n·rr ....... ,.:> ... t' composite once 
the orientation state is .... nr'urn [2]. 
the 
and \;;;U""HOU\., of calculation. The use 
the orientation history. 
JEFFERY's (1922) [22] 
flow a 
the 
to 
of work on 
a small 
In 
the of forces or couples, a spheroid will the 
velocity of the undisturbed fluid the position of its while axis of 
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1.1. PROCESS 5 
tion rotates in one of an infinite one-parameter possible '1""">"'''''''' orbits [21). 
workers have V 'C~'J IJOC;u. and orientation to describe LHGO"v.L-
ial to predict material properties [2]. While these IJG.l""H"'" 
'Cll"""')j,vu states, formulation 
the principal axes of orientation some III 
the U.L\..'UQ,UHl distribution function [2]. 
One is a probability 
fields, 
This 
only for 
some 
1J'<h.u" .... orientation. 
involving nontrivial flow 
the probability distribution 
function is too unwieldy calculations of three-dimensional orient-
at ion in complex geometries [2]. 
[2, 3, 40], 
non-spherical 
no force) may 
been investigations in the 1980s, especially by 
DINH AND [10], at deriving 
prcJC€~SSlllll! conditions and fibre 
the the bulk 
a fluid, and on 
means. He 
loci ty gradient in the 
fibres when 
striction on or the CO]lCem 
a 
AND 
relation-
'<:. 
a couple (but 
bulk ve-
these 
of ambient 
Without re-
motion, 
Batchelor expressed contribution to bulk stress to the Dr(~Se]lCe the 
fibres of integrals involving the and velocity over the surface of 
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6 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
with volume integrals not involving the 
DlNH AND ARMSTRONG [10] established start-up of steady or 
flow fibres rheological Dr(mertlces 
both total applied strain. They obtained the expression of 
the stress terms of an integral over a function Cauchy tensor and 
orientation Also, they [10] obtained a constitutive 
a of rigid in Newtonian The 
entation distribution was calculated JEFFERY's analysis [24]. 
ADVANI AND TUCKER been in predictions of flow-induced 
orientation. these calculations the orientation the fibres the 
role a structural variable. 
The need a description orientation which is both distri-
function) orientation 
One IS use a more 
[2], as we will them 
" orientation 
Tensors considerable advantages numerical computation they 
are a compact description fibre state. models have 
the advantage that the behaviour of fibres may treated a 
terministic manner) for 
probability 
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1.1. FIBRE SUSPENSION 7 
IS nt(~rpret;atllon was 
mulated by HAND [17]. He introduced the symmetric tensor that the 
microscopic structure of a fluid found the most general expression stress 
tensor as a of the tensor and deformation 
It is in models on orientation to make use a 
approximation in order to fourth-order tensor terms of 
that of order two. Solutions of resulting problem critically on choice 
of closure and it is found while some are particularly suited to 
specific flow situations, no can be said to to accurate of 
ADVANI AND TUCKER 40] have derived equations of '""u .... "'F,'"" the 
second- fourth-order the tensor was "lUJl"""';"" by the 
mean ov,-.v~y. tensors vu ... ·v .... ",.u hybrid closures. different 
ppro>arrlatloIlS have AND TUCKER [6], they were 
distribution .. un_"'~V'L~ solutions in a flow fields, steady 
details and unsteady, by integrating orientation 
may be in Chapter 3. 
AND LEAL 
of with H",,.,,,," 
three closures: (WI) 
their 
ations 
rule, 
of 
referred to as H& L 1. Hinch 
known as 
flow, a second (H&L2) composite rule. 
equations. 
(SI) 
in weak (W2) strong (S2) 
H&L rule is in Chapter 3. 
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8 CHAPTER 1. INTROD 
a recent of the well-posedness of the of equations fibre 
I .. ".,''''"JUO flows [15]) AND have shown there is a con-
nection h""1'",,,'''''''' stability, Liapounov sense [35], particle a 
~4~'''~4.1 related to the case in 
approximation is In particular, the rest state is shown to to unstable for 
numbers exc:eeQl[lg "",,,,,,vU,y. result in that IS one on exist-
ence U"'LJl"''''' of UIJ1ULJ,''', for VU'Y,A"'I"> to stable 
inherent instability asserts also in the behaviour of the evolution equa-
which concentration is not "''I'''''';''''T'I as a is shown, a nu-
merical by REDDY AND MITCHELL hybrid 
closures ",,",,,n''''''f'rfe> rapidly to 
to a transient extended 1"IP1"'("'\,{" of 
In work, Reddy 
coupled, and which was 
Ll.c:a.~o;:;u the computational problem as on that is 
by adopting a two-stage approach: finite ele:m(mt 
approximations differences time were to solve, first, 
momentum equations the and pressure and this was followed 
the of the evolution equations the orientation tensors. evolution 
Ua."lU"" were 
atively until 
1.2 
thesis 
on an ..... A ..... AU'",U 
differences he>1r,,"'''''" 
-eu~mc~nt basis. 
aim of this thesis 
roc:ee(lS iter-
IS 
the thesis towards a more complete picture of the stability of fibre 
Uvl.'CHUH flows, by investigating thermodynamic 
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1.3. NOTATION 
it the 
the second 
9 
OO'U .... Ci) under 
thermo-
dynamics, and conditions which flows are monot.onically or eX1POllerltHtlljl 
stable, in an energetic for a range 
approximations are studied here: 
and 
- next, work o,lJ.Ui)JJ.C" conditions 
solution, locally and ""'-''' ... ''''''"' 
closure are 
in time, 
for a 
case 
a solution uses a point 
to obtain a unique global classical 
and it is proven that that solution is stable 
1.3 Notation 
popular closure approximations. 
quadratic, the and Leal 
of Cintra 
a 
case in which 
value of the 
classical 
linear and 
diffusivity 
rotary 
existence of 
fibres, that "'Vl"",r,,,,n 
the 
a estimates are 
for data, 
the absence body forces. 
We make use QIIlate-lree notation h"'T'pv;"r convenient, Uvj'J.VI,"'" vectors 
and 
v is by u· 
ponding of two il"".VU,U-'JL 
form expressions read UiVi 
indices applied at all The a vector u 
vermon on 
corres-
In index 
a tensor A are 
then naturally defined by lui (u· U)1/2 and I I = (A : A)1/2 . 
We .... aJ'UU~L".V here some uv.,,,,VJevu that occur 
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CHAPTER 1. 
x: location of fluid 
v: velocity of flow 
b: body 
p: 
p: fluid mass 
A: sec:on'a-o'rat~r tensor. 
D=t(\7v + (\7v)T) deformation tensor 
w= tensor 
T: stress tensor 
A: tensor 
We will also spaces: 
Here 0 a bounded domain of IRn (n 2 or 3), r. We 
will assume that 0 is on one side of r,. and that r is Lipschitzian or 
C1 • on the regularity of r see also A.2.5. 
OT = 0 x (0, for T > 0 
LP(O),l :5 p :5 00, the Lebesgue spaces with norms 
and their norms denoted by II . Ily. 
in the usual way 
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1.3. NOTATION 
.. Hk(!J), k = 0,1, ... the Sobolev spaces endowed with the 
defined by 
H~(!J) = {f E Hk(!J) : /;r = 0 and DOt f = 0 on r for lal < k} 
H-k(!J) the topological dual space of H~(!J). 
11 
We denote the space of vector- or tensor valued functions with components in one 
of introduced as follows: 
!LP(!J) will denote of vector-or tensor valued functions with components in 
LP(!J). 
same will apply to IHk(!J), ... 
We will also require the following """.,,...,,,,,, 
IH={ v : Vj E L2(!J), div v = 0 III !J, V· n = 0 on. r} 
V={v: Vi E Hd(!J),div v = 0 in !J} 
Aij = 0 a.e III !J} 
These spaces are equipped respectively with the norms 
" 1iU4 = II . IIl2 == I . Ii 
II 111\1 == /I . IIU41 and 
II II~ = II . IIl2. 
P denotes the orthogonal projection of l2(!J) onto IH. 
£(v) = -P!::..v 
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12 1. INTRODUCTION 
, D(C) = Vnfl-j2(O) 
IlvIlD(C) lip is equivalent to the natural fl-j2-norm. 
Ilvll = l'\lvl is Dirichlet norm. 
We set 
I 
IIvlllP(O,T,rrli:) = (foT IIv(t)II~i:dt) P 
P(O, fl-jk) = {v : [0, T] -+ fl-jk(O) : IIvlllP(O,T;rrlk) < oo} 
For more details on these see Appendix 
1. Presentation of the thesis 
The of this IS ~<:uu"""u. as follow: 
Chapter 2 reviews relevant topics continuum HL .... 'vU<hLU."" In 
we review the mechanics of suspension constitutive equations, and closure 
approximation lead to a formulation the initial boundary 
Chapter 3, we 
sense) 
U<'wU,J.H", and 
study lU"-U;:';:"C;;:' 
smooth 
(in the 
VIJL'--LU of local existence solutions is investigated Chapter both 
linear quadratic closure rules, while the of solutions and the 
stability those solutions are the of Chapter 
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We "u.~J'UU"U and 
ematical are summarised 
THESIS 
In 
Appendix. 
Finally, some 
13 
math-
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Chapter 2 
M CHANICS OF FIBRE 
SUSPENSION FLOWS 
2.1 Description of fibre suspensions 
2.1.1 
a VISCOUS ~V.u.H,.ii fluid. 
like a 
uniform Figure 
The by a unit vector p the 
With ... .0"',..,.0,.,. to spherical (8, 
= sin () sin <P, = cos 8, (2.1) 
where (PI, cornp(ments of p. choice of 
the "head" the fibre is to its " . Therefore, is arbitrary, 
description of n;;u.ua.ulVH of must unchanged if one substitutes 
-p for p (2.2) 
~ 
".~~_~:r ~ __ , •• w • .... "7:;!:-:~.TT:'r 
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or 
1' -1.. 
-d 
CHAPTER 2. 
7r-(} 
T 
l' is the fibre aspect ratio 
Figure 2: 
1 Fibre 
A IJ",.,LO''''U of uniform 
OF FIBRE SUSPENSION FLOWS 
(} and rf; 7r for rf;. (2.3) 
orientation 
the distribution function -
or ellipsoidal fibres is 
by the particle volume fraction h and the fibre aspect r. 
A ","'".VAL is said to [40] 
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DESCRIPTION OF FIBRE SUSPENSIONS 17 
We be concerned with dilute semi-dilute for which fibres 
a low probability of 
are We assume also that the 
though motion 
concentration 
fibres and 
spatially 
of per unit volume is uniform, though 
fibres not 
fluid 
That 
of 
are not in the same direction, not even within a very 
small region; their orientation will differ point point, as well as time, 
it is unrealistic a proper description of variation orientation a 
single a suspension. Instead, one the fibres as a sample 
an population. uses a probability 
1/; (p) or 1/; ( (), ¢), probability 
that a 
between (}1 and (}1 + 
40j. 
probability of 
between </h ¢l + 
III 
is given by [40] 
fibre must lie at some the integral of this function over all angles 
must satisfy 
h:o 10:: 1/;((), ¢) 
integral is over the unit 
fJ dfJd¢ = f 1/;(p) dp = L lSI 
8 1 , is, over all 
r.rnn<>rlru (2.2) or (2.3) au",'u...,,, that distribution function 
the sense that 
1/;(p) - 1/;( -p) 
or 
1/;(fJ,1/;) - 1/;(7r-fJ,¢+7r). 
(2.6) 
III 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
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18 2. MECHANICS OF FIBRE SUSPENSION FLOWS 
Various solutions of the problem have been proposed: 
=..!:."'-'~=~~~...!:..!:t!~=~.:::::..::...~=~=== [10] Here we assume that 
'¢(p) 1 -(p. Bpt3/ 2 411" 
IS deformation tensor, F= \7 ¢ 
deformation ~ = ¢(X,t) is motion. 
ULv.U ..... 'vJL fibres with no 
dom initial onentatl,on, it 
used diffusion or interaction terms. 
ran-
A::!!~:::..!L..!!:::.ru.!:d!.!.ru:!!:!"!~~~s:.!!.!~~~!:::'!!'!~.£:!. [2, 39] This approach, we 
function to be eliminated in favor of a new 
variable. 
motion fibres in a fluid. JEFFERY's classical 
a body of Newtonian fluid. 
are 
which is 
IS 
to be a linear function of position, and inertia 
for the rotational motion an 
... \0"'.",",,,, as the time derivative of the orientation p 
(2.9) 
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2.1. DESCRIPTION OF FIBRE SUSPENSIONS 19 
IS spm 
r2 -1 
A=--
+1 
IS a depending on aspect ratio, <::1'\1"","'1""," A --t 0, and for 
the slender rod A --+ L Jeffery's equation (2.9) that a m a 
shear will undergo a periodic rotation 40]. If the IS gIven 
VI = (2.10) 
where I< is the rate, then motion given by [40] 
tan (} - Cr (2.11) 
(2.12) 
where T is the period of rotation, that is, 
and r = £ is 
The orbit 
fibre. The 
particles 
tion of 
However 
These 
related to 
motion on 
equivalent 
C and 
of alignment 
same aspect 
and 
are 
that 
of 
(2.13) 
2). 
k are vvA.JLLA.UA.vV. by the position 
fibres is predicted by Jeffery's equation(2.9). 
hence the same period, then 
caused 
periodically, 
not 
interactions 
en{lre distribu-
period T [40]. 
an interaction between fibres are 
LUV'JLVU [40]. The rotary Brownian 
orientation are modeled by an equation time 
< 
,-'.:-: ,.,.,~ .' '~"~ff·J~ 
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20 CHAPTER 2. MECHANICS OF FIBRE SUSPENSION FLOWS 
of the function the form 40] 
d'lj; 
- = dt 
The (2.9) for motion of a is likewise ... "' ...... ,.'-", and becomes 
p =Wp _(po (2.15) 
Here is the rotary diffusivity due to Browian Equation (2.15) can be 
written component as 
WijPj ). [Dijpj - (DklPkPIPi)] _ ~r 
Folgar Trucker adapted equation (2.15) by using). 1 Jeffery's 
where C1 is a constant as the interaction and 
the product A : of two o""vVU'''-V.L r""T1<". ..... '" is defined by 
A:B -
All ma as 
lide with the solvent the fibres are too 
as non-dilute 
led model 
orientation non-dilute suspensions [2, 40]. 
(2.16) 
and 
17) 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
(2.15) 
has 
case o corresponds to that in rotary UH..L"'O.LVU is assumed absent, 
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2.1. OF FIBRE 
and (2.15) reduces to by for an 
oid of a dilute 
The case constant is an model for very particles, which exper-
Ience hav,e case over the 
[40]. model will be the 4 
The distribution function ¢(p) or ¢(8, ¢) provides a 0'':>"':>'1''''' description of 
I.U"'"")J . .1" of ¢ for a 
using any of 
and it is 
point in a One can 
are 
calculate ¢ hundreds or 
provide a way around this '<.AU.LL"".U 
2.1 Orientation 
to make direct 
the spatial 
finite 
points 
We <.> 
< I> = f 1(8, ¢) 8d8d¢ 
where 1 is an arbritary function. 
We from (2.6) and (2.20) that 
< 1 > = 1, 
etc.}. However 
it is not practical 
I(p)¢(p)dp, 
so U"'""JU (2.6) is 
orientation 
to as the normalization condition. 
k is k tensor 
of vector p; that is, 
=< >, '-__ --...,1 
k terms 
) 
~ 
~: ,:.~:'~~",)', " 
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or In 
case of a first-order 
Al =< P >, 
is trivial, from (2.7), and (2.20) we have 
< -p > r (_p)'¢'( -p)dp = - r p'¢'(p)dp _ < p > lSI ~I (2.23) 
The (2.2) that 
< -p> <p>, 
and it that - < p > = < p >. 
Al =< P > = O. (2.24) 
The same applies to any the same We are 
thus with orientation tensor is by 
< p® p > or Aij < >, (2.25) 
and fourth-order tensor by ,,4 
A4 =A = <p pi2)p p> or ~jkl =< >. 
A the conditions 
Aij and 
-
l. (2.27) 
< pjPi >= r PjPi,¢,(p)dp = r Pipj,¢,(p)dp -lSI lSI (2.28) 
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and,' p is an unit vector, 
>=<1>= 1. 
There are thus 
plane situations. 
five independent components three dimensions and two for 
n_r1,,..,,,:.r tensor A has 
(2.29) 
the n"'t"_rlrrl"'t' tensors about lower 
(2.26) and (2.27), 
Figure 3 shows some examples 
A complete of 'If; ..... ", ..... ,..." all terms 
orientation 
In 
scription. 
U".V.l'-' ... nee(lea to 
models use the second-order 
a 
the ""',,·vu ..... -
many 
A to describe 
infinite 
to use rP in all 
so 
(2.30) 
involving 
of 'If;(p) by 
IS an aPl)rOIXlIna'Ge 
the 
predict 
c· 
7;~7""'7f_:';'T,: < 
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--
-
random fibre orientation a.u)<.u""",,, close to x 
- --
// ~/ ---- -
- - /;; //// -
- --
- -
-- //:/~ - --
- --
.~ 
- -
- -- /////// 
--
ij =[~ ~] A .. = [0.5 1J 0.5 0.5] 0.5 
in Xl - Xz 
3: of tensor RZ 
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2.2 Constitutive equations for fibre suspensions 
2 .1 Evolution equation for the orientation tensors [2, 3, 
15, 
Substituting (2.8) into (2.25) (2.16) Pi we obtain 
(n = 2 or 3) 
or 
(WijAjk - Ajk Wkj)- ).(DikAkj + AikDkj - 2AijklDk,) 
(8-£j - nAij) = 
Dt 
(A W - W A) - ).( D + AD - 2AD) - -nA) = 0, 
where 
IS 
. Equation 
tensor A. 
) or 
DA aA 
at + (v· \7)A 
IS i.rnr.",n as the "evolution 
2 Constitutive equation 
the 
[2, 15, 40] 
(2.31) 
(2.32) 
(2.33) 
We will assume the 
of consti tuti ve Newtonian 
is then a uv",uu,", 
and is given 
by 
(2.34) 
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pIS P is the solvent viscosi ty, is the VLLJU.Q,V<VLJ. tensor. 
The E is found solving for stress around a massless 
[3, 15]. 
A variety theories exist to predict the viscosity of ma 
Newtonian fluid. All to of the form 
E = 2ph [KAD + B(DA AD) + HD 2FDr (2.35) 
or, m form, 
where h is the volume fraction and K, B, H, Fare constants. 
contribution of Dr to the stress is significant, this term is usually 
[15, 40]. This will be the case henceforth. 
where 
and 
Ns and Np are 
ively. 
PI = p(1 + 
the 
T = -pI 2PID + S 
N _ hK 
P-l+hH' 
known as 
+ AD)] 
and 
hB 
hH' 
(2.37) 
(2.38) 
(2.39) 
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2.3 Closure Approximations 
We wish to develop a model in which unknowns are v and A. 
U<h~'vu".(2.31),(2.32) and (2.38) contain tensor It is a such 
ution 
contains 
ua..,>v»", that u.""~,vu for an orient~tion tensor of a particular rank 
even up [3, 40]. 
order eliminate tensor A, a approximation is used, which A 
is approximated by a function of second-order tensor A. been a great 
deal of on closures [3, 40]. We focus on examples which are the subject 
of the work by ADVANI AND TUCKER , HINCH AND [18], and AND 
[6]. 
In the section, we will review 
2 .1 
simplest closures are linear 
imation , is defined for problems 
+ 
in tensor form, 
rules. 
quadratic approximations. 
1R3 by 
linear approx-
(2.40) 
1 1 
= - 35 [(trD)I + 2D] + 7 [(trD)A + 2AD 2DA + (A : D)I]. (2.41) 
fluids D=O), 
1 
+ -::;[2AD+ + (A : D)I]. 
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40] 
1 6( AijOkl + AklOij + AjlOik + Ajkou) 
1 
- 24 (OijOkl + OikOj/ + Oi/ojl~). (2.43) 
(2.29). 
which 
that the linear approximation 
linear approximation is 
;;)""\il;;)U'o;J" the symmetry 
Cl;UU,VJ.J.J. distribution of 
a IJJ.VIJH,;LU 
2.3.2 
The 
or 
This 
fibres aligned 
1 0 
n 
0 1 
A n 
-
0 o 
closure 
AQ is defined 
A, 
is exact for fully aligned 
to the 
o 
o 
! 
n 
for 
(2.44) 
(2.45) 
in the case of 
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One posisess all the 
Each of approximations is suitable for only a of physical and 
there of course, situations in which neither is a good. approximations [3, 15]. 
We rules the context stability and 
It is important, the closure rules 
ChCUI1J.llC'''', in order 
In their relative 
two more rules 
first Hinch-Leal composite 
this 1'"\"1"1'"\'''''''", we add to the 
have received some attention. two rules, the 
are good candidates for 
very In 
and the Cintra-Tucker orthotropic smooth closure, 
'","'-',U~"'U since they are simple in structure, and lead to 
situations. 
2.3 Hinch-Leal 
HINCH AND LEAL [18] 
of fibre 
into present study. 
proposed a 
exhibiting 
Hinch-Leal 
a polynomial in the components 
different 
motion. of these, now 
nl"\("1'"" rule, or H&Ll, is incorporated 
relatively in that it is 
The H&Ll is defined by 
AD 1 
5 + (A: D)(21 A) - 2(A2 : .• <:.: 
closure rule accurate results simple shear and for 
interaction It drawback, that it a 
resul t in some flows (see 
2.3 Orthotropic closure 
example comes from an extensive study of orthotropic closure rules 
to AND [6]. They as a point of observation 
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orthotropic, that its principal axes coincide with 
of only two of the eigenvalues of A, 
authors develop two rules, referred to as a smooth 
Aasa 
has a simple form based on linear 
fitted closure rule is based on numerical 
We confine 
this rule, it is most convenient to 
6 x 6 matrix this 
A 13 0 0 0 
A:22 A 23 0 0 -0 
k3 a 0 0 
0 0 
SYM 0 
A12 
independent components, which are 
= Aiiii for i = 1,2,3 (no sum on 
Aij Aiijj for i,j = 1,2,3, i i= j, (no sum on i,j). 
nonzero components of A are obtained by invoking 
identity (2.30) Aijkk = Aij a 
of independent components to through 
All + A12 + A 13 
+ A23 + A 13 A3 , 
1 A21 A3 ) are the eigenvalues of A. 
IS defined by expressing 
the fact 
form 
(i 
= 1). 
1, 3) as a 
nonzero 
(2.48) 
(2.49) 
two 
smooth 
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( 1) ( 1. - 0.10A
2 ) 
= + 0.15Al + 0.90A2 , 
A33 0.60 0.60A1 - 0.60A2 
a on (2.49) (~.50), leads to the eXDreSEllon 
( ) 
= _.1 ( 1 + O. 
2 0.4 
0.4 -
0.6A2 ) 
- 0.40A2 
- 0.40A2 
(2.51 ) 
for remaining of f 
2.4 The initial boundary value problem 
Now we are in to state problem. assume that the fluid 
a bounded domain n 1R1l (n = 2or3) with boundary f, and is subjected to 
action of a body force b per unit mass. fluid has mass density p. is required 
to the velocity v(~,t), pressure p(~, t), and orientation field 
A( ~,t) which satisfy following of equations: 
of momentum 
8v 
Pat (v . V)v divT = pb; 
2. ,",v,.,,,''''''' of mass (continuity 
divv = 0; (2.53) 
3. for 
T= + Ns(AD DA)]; (2.54) 
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. and 
4. the equation for the tensor 
Dt (W A - AW) + 'x(DA - 2AD) + Dr(I - nA). (2.55) 
These equations are supplemented by 
v=O on r 
and the inital 
v(:v,O) = vo, A(:v, 0) = on r. 
In (2.54) and (2.55) it is assumed that one approximations 
used to express A in A. 
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s S FS ILl y 
the the 
flows are .,,",,-,vuu law of 
conditions under which fibre suspension flows are stable, in 
sense. The study is based on the formalism of COLEMAN AND GURTIN [8J, in which 
the second law, in the form of the Clausuis- Duheim inequality, is used to 
restrictions on constitutive equations. Issues are III context 
of the closure approximations reviewed in VIZ: 
the rule, and the smooth orthotropic CINTRA 
:c 
AND TUCKER. is shown that, with the use linear approximation, 
the constitutive equations are consistent with second law, and the flows are 
monotonically stable, if the particle not exc:eed 
IS and stable. It is not possible the stability or oth-
erwise of the closure for arbitrary flows, though for biaxial elongation, 
a case which is known to lead to non-physical results, closure rule is consistent 
with law orthotropic rule of 
AND is shown not to be consistent with the second law for arbitrary flows. 
33 
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strictions only on 
equation. 
CHAPTER 3. 
seCj)na law will " ...... ,.,M1£1 
equation for the 
3.1 Thermodynamic restrictions 
equations 
3.1.1 Notions 
OF STABILITY 
determining re-
on 
constitutive 
We assume that 
3), with boundary 
that is [11], 
.... v~, .. J~"'U occupIes a 
We assume also that 
U,U\.U;;U. domain n c IRn , (n=2 or 
spEms,lon IS .I,l.l,<:;'C,Ua"Ul isolated; 
1r v .. Tn da + In pv .. b dv O. 
We suppose, as in [8], there is no diffusion of mass 
may deform. We assume isothermal conditions, so 
theory is 
is described by five functions, """".u,,'-' .... 
X is the ret~~reltlCe [8, 11]: 
L 4>(X, t). 
2. the stress tensor 
3. the ",.,.,c, .... .., b=b( X, t) per unit mass 
the 
4. the "'''',"' .. A'' internal energy e: = e:(X, t) per unit mass 
(3.1) 
vUOJ'VU. but that it 
purely mechanical 
(X, t) En x IR, where 
on fluid at by 
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internal variable (orientation A = A(X, 
will called a mechanical Dr()Ce:ss if and if [8, 11], 
with the law of balance of momemtum, (3.2), balance 
of energy (3.3), and the constitutive art; (3.4). 
Under T is symmetric, laws are 
equivalent to the [8, 11, 251 
-
pb 
or (3.2) 
pi; - divT pb, 
and 
-T:L 0, (3.3) 
p is the mass density 
L -
is the 
3.1.2 The dissipation inequality 
IS to be if it is with above 
a theory, the 
thermodynamics in this context is 
not exceeding expended [9]. the IS aerlott:~a 
by \II, form of second IS dissipation inequality 
pw::; :D. 
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We will use the methods of COLEMAN, GURTIN AND NOLL [8, 9] to 
which restrictions, if any, are on constitutive by the 
inequality. This approach with effectiveness by DUNN AND 
(11] determining the J.1V~J.V1J.i:l that apply to the constants 
of second equations 
fluid is by the function ::c = cp( X, t), which::c 
denote rpt':>""""!r", 
cp(X, t) is OUA'",VUJ .. U invertible its a.J.~,u.uJ.VJ.J. 
In fluid. We assume that 
and define the deformation gradient 
F= (3.5) 
If inverse of exists, then 
For 
Here WF 
We now 
(3.4), 
(3.6) 
and 
4r(F, A) = WF : (3.7) 
WA are the 
(2.37), (2.38), (3.4) and (3.7) the inequality 
of tr = 0, 
pWFFT : L + PWA: [AW - WA + A(AD DA - 2AD) 
(3.8) 
a IS 
+C[ 1(1 - nA)J - 2J.L[[D + N'(JAD + Ns(AD + DA)] : D :5 0. 
(3.8) 
all 
number: this 
flows, we may 
the inequality 
- (sgna) :5 0, 
L aL, where 
(3.9) 
.' F 
-"'---;-- .-....,...,....~-~, 
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which 
-1 
P 
B - npCIIDI\[1 A : - nA), 
-WA+ 
37 
+ DA - 2AD)], (3.10) 
(3.11 ) 
+DA)] : 
(3. 
3.1 Satisfaction of reduced inequality all incompressible 
flows with {2.37}-{2.38} and {2.32}, together with the appropri-
ate closure rules, implies that 
PROOF. 
... " ..... .,.." ,"",,::. first a> OJ 
a can chosen 
ill implies 
C > 0, 
B > 
< IBI· 
(3.9) can be 
(K B) - aC:::; O. 
OJ.Uu.u, we must 
K - B :::; O. 
C > O· 
- , 
ill 
for otherwise it would be possible to choose a sufficiently 
equality (3.14). 
Suppose that a < O. Then (3.9) becomes 
;.:: o. 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
to the in-
(3.17) 
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From this inequality we deduce 
B?:. and ?:. o. (3.18) 
inequality (3.13h now follows automatically from (3.16) and (3.18), while 
(3. may (3.15) (3.18h. . two yield 
(3.13)3. 0 
see (3.13) (3.10)-(3. that 
order that 
(3. 
(3.13h and reqUlre a 
to 
means de-
termining restrictions, if exist. We see that it is only the constitutive 
equation for stress that plays a role definition of so that second 
law present will provide a means of only on 
the stress, and not on the "' ..... 'v.VAL equation We now examine the 
?:. 0 for III 
3.1.3 Linear closu e 
of (2.42) in (3.12) yields 
7 ( 1 ~ Np ) : D + N( AD : D ?:. 0, (3.19) 
where 
Theorem 3.1 The constitutive equation {2.32} with the linear closure approxima-
tion {2.42} is compatible the second law of thermodynamics if 
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For 
we note that 
last 
(AD + D A) : D = 2A : 2: O. 
follows 
principal 
the fact 
of A, 
&>VT'''&>'''' A and 
terms in this sum are UV.LJLll"'~""" 
Thus inequality (3.19) can 
:::; 35/2 this inequality for all flows. 0 
39 
component 
the 
(3.21) 
It is observing 
AND 
... """' ...... ,.,.-" . ..", (3.20) is one that was obtained 
showed the rest IS the 
sense Liapounov, 
3.1.4 Quadratic 
A 
(2.45), 
of 
exceedlmg the value 
carried 
2: o. (3.22) 
This inequality is valid for flow field orientation tensor so the 
second law imposes no restrictions on the equation for the 
3.1 
We 
(2.46) in 
Hinch-Leal (H&L1) closure 
consider particular 
expression, we find 
= 6tr[(AD)2] - (A: 
Upon substituting 
(3.23) 
.' ... 
~ ">:0':'~'n-;'T 
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IS 
it is not possible to 
It is useful, 
biaxial elongation, 
is known to 
relative to a set of 
A straightforward, if "nTTu"ur for this flow, 
(3.26) 
Now for biaxial elOng(~tlcm flow, we have An = 1 = so A33 = 1 - 2A 
(3]. In addition, all components are zero. It follows from (3.23) 
(3.26) that 
= 4t?[18A2 - 18A (3.27) 
which is to nonnegative for A ~ 1. """He",u""",, two terms 
the expression for are 
equation with law leads 
and so we see while the evolution 
for the case of 
biaxial elongation, as ... ",,..,n'r't,,,rI in (3], the ""Vu<>"'u equation for IS 
consistent with <><:;"'\.IuU law. 
3.1.6 The Smooth Orthotropic Rule 
We turn now to rule defined by (2.50) and ), and substitute these 
(3.12). We ""'LJ'''.lV'll first on the coefficient Np , and note that if we 
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the 'VVJ.LJ.I-"JU'Vuv..:o of D in vector according 
then we write 
AD:D= 
>, 
.... ""u"""" ... by (2.47)-(2.51). Now, in order that C be llVll.LJ.c;f;',a~ for all 
matrix A be flows Np and Ns ) it is necessary that 
positive "'-'AJLJ.A ..... ...,U"U We 
=ro +r1A1 + 
in which, (2.50) and (2.51), 
( -0.15 
ro = 0.05 
, 0.20 
and 
0.05 0.20) 
0.20 ) 
0.60 
( 10 0.30 
0.30 
0.05 
0.05 0.15 ( 
-0.20 
0.30 -0.20) 
0.90 -0.20 . 
-0.20 -0.60 
Thus, that C for all Al and A2 
physical validity, each of r i (i = 0,1, be 
In words, the seCI)nQ law implies, general 
the of the r j are nonnegative. 
A LV<'L"H,Lv calculation however, that the sets Ai of 
by 
0.2 0.7), [0.19 1 
which contradicts the neL:eililo,ry condition. while there 
OUJ.VV",U orthotropic closure is 
it \"Q,U,,UVIJ be said to consistent for flows. 
(3.28) 
0.60 ) , 
ranges of 
semidefini teo 
that 
- 0.68 1.02], 
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3.2 Energetic stability 
to 
establishing an 
product 
n is the unit outward 
involving 
(2.52) with v, 
: L dx = 1r v· 
vector to r. 
assume that the body is mechanically • .;:IVJ,,,,,.,,,U 
STABILITY 
of the fluid. 
over n and integrate by 
(3.29) 
, so that 
1r v . da + In pv . b dx O. 
energy E 
so we have, using (3. 
is defined by 
E(t) = ~ in plv 
E' (t) - - In T : L 
-in C dx. ) 
We will be mtc~re~!ted determining 
I.I"".L"'''''' flows are mOUOl;OnlCaJll) stable, for 
conditions under which sus-
in the 
sense that 
E'(t) ~ 0 t. 
stability of suspension, which is a global condition, is seen from 
to be intimately ,",vn .. """ to the local condition 2:: o. 
of in (3.31) and use of the incompressibility condition 
to the eXt)re~)Slau 
E'(t) = (3.33) 
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here henceforth we use notation 
IIDII = [In D : dX] 1/2 
to the L2 norm. 
3.2.1 
Substitution 
for the rate 
, . 
linear approximation 
(3.33) 
E'(t) = - 4ttiN r A: 
7 1n 
~U~Un~ of kinetic For t > 0, and for 
v and A, we see from (3.34) from the positivity of A : 
43 
(3.34) 
admissible 
that (3.32) holds 
ill event that Np ::; Thus approximations the linear are 
stable if ::; 35/2. 
We can go one step further, recalling that, Korn's (see Ap-
Poincare inequality for and also 
a constant Cl > 0 such that 
from (3.34) we have 
AE(t) 2 < E'(t) + 
_ittl N r 
7 p 1n 
< 0, 
where A . It follows, by 
for t. other 
stable if Np ::; 35/2. 
flows 
E(O)e->'t 
PPI'OXlmatea by the 
(3.35) 
dm 
(3.36) 
of (3.36), that 
(3.37) 
closure are exponentially 
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3 The quadratic closure 
closure, (3.33) 
We immediately 
inequalities of Korn 
addition exponentially 
AD : Din (3.33) does 
or otherwise, of flows 
and quadratic 
(3.38), stability 
Poincare-Friedrichs as oeliore 
orthotropic 
any conclusions to be 
these closures. 
Theorem 3.2 (a) If Np :5 35/2, then fibre 
linear closure approximation are mon tonically stable, in 
E'{t) :5 o. 
STABILITY 
dX) :5 O. (3.38) 
application 
that fl.ows are 
sign-indeterminacy 
about the stability, 
the results for 
sense that 
(3.39) 
Furthermore, such 
HlJ.~;UHJr; constant A 
are exponentially stable) m sense that there exists a 
for all t. 
(b) Fibre 
monotonically and 
E(t) ::; E(O)e-At 
corresponding to 
stable. 
(3.40) 
approximation are 
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oeal exist nee of solutio 
stated Chapter case Dr = constant is an CA\,Cll'C;J.U IIIVU"'l for small 
which motion. 
case over the 
quadratic closures, 
In this chapter we show, for 
(2.52)-(2.57) admits a 
time, case of constant Dr. AND REDDY 
of a unique solution locally for case in which 
(2.18), for the quadratic 
The this 
GUILLOPE AND SAUT [16], also on the 
4.1 Linear closure approx~mation 
1.1 and traceless problem 
We 
z 
L' 
v 
v= V 
45 
on 
AND 
locally 
"UU'HO~J."'U. the 
by 
of 
[15]. 
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L represent a typical 
is useful to carry out 
where A" is a diagonal 
a problem in IRn. 
We next make use of 
A, to obtain 
4. LOCAL 
.;\V 
We = nDrL' 
the Weissenberg 
and a typical length 
" 
additive deC;OITlpost1C)ll 
with trace 1, which implies 
generali ty, we "'llV'V"'" 
(4.3) equation 
UTIONS 
( 4.1) 
and V 
we 
is traceless. 
(4.3) 
use (2.42) for 
Re(v' + (v· + VP -1(1- 32SNp)Llv b + } 
= tl [N(AD + DA) + Np(A : D)I] 
( 4.4) 
A+ {A' (v·v)A+AW-WA 
( 4.5) 
: D)I 
For convenience we denoted A by A. 
1= 
J1 
N= 
and 
13.;\ 
W= . 
35nD,. 
(4.6) 
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Equation has same lefthand side as (1.13) in [16], while the "',,"'-"..lULl term 
on the side is an additionnal one. 
will need following spaces: 
1H={V:ViEL2(fl), divv=O fl, V· n = 0 on f}, 
v = {v: Vj E HJ 
'1-= {A: 
The orthogonal projection of 
operator £. by 
div v = 0 fl}, 
= 0 a.e. fl}. 
onto IH is denoted by and we 
£.v = -P~v. 
(4.7) 
the 
(4.8) 
£. the D(£.)=VnIH2(fl), and is equipped with the norm IlvIID(.c) 
II£.vlll2, which is equivalent to natural 1H2-norm. introduce bilinear 
b( v, w) P( v . V)w. (4.9) 
, 
In 
Point 
section, we implement a fixed argument, using Scha)lder's Fixed 
nea~rern. to the of a solution on a small 
(0, T*). 
class. 
solution an .0""' .. """ inequality, which its 
4.1.2 problems 
We study two linearised I.IL'-/UL'''UL''. one velocity and the other for 
interval 
We 
first recall, without proof, some known results for time-dependent 
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problem 
Rev' + JCv = 
divv = 0 ( 4.10) 
v(O) = Va 
IS a body 
Lemma 4.1 Let J = ,(I - 325Np). Assume that an r E C2, Va E 'land 
(nT)' If J > 0, then the problem (4.10) admits an unique solution 
vE lL2 (O, D(C)) n C([O, T], V) such that Vi E (nT) and p E L2(O, Tj ). 
Futhermore, there exists a '-V""~U.I (Re, N p , n) such that 
II vll~2(a,T;D(C))nlL 00 (a,T;V) IIv'II~2(nT) Ilplli2 (a,T;Hl) 
:::; Cl(lIv011~2(nT) + IIFII~2(nT»)' ( 4.11) 
Assume r E C 3 , E lL 2(0, T,IH-1 ), Va E D(C). 
J 2: 0, then unique of problem (4.1 0) 
V E l2(O, 1H3 ) n C([O, T}; D(C)), 
v' E lL2 (O, V) n C([O, ; IH), 
p E L2(0, Ti 
and there exists a constant (Re, NPI NSI n) such that 
(4.12) 
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Now, we to problem associated the equation (4.5) 
for A. For a given field v, 
we show the "' ..... "v'-'.u'-''-' and umqueness a regular solution A to 
We{A'+(v·\7)A+AW WA- + +A 
: D)J (4.13) 
Lemma 
Ao E ~P(n). 
Futhermore} 
Assume 
A(O) = Ao 
and - 1 W=-
2 
a.e m n 
the problem (4.13) admits a solution 
C(n, such that 
IIA 
addition} if v E C([O, D(£))} then E C([O, ,[HI) and 
Proof 
a solution follows by the method of 
GUILLOPE AND SAUT [16]). 
C([O, TJ, 
( 4.14) 
[23], (see 
: ~j;";,l.' 
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. Taking product of over n and using 
((v· Y')A, A)n..2 = 0 
we identity 
1 d ( 2) 2 dt IIAIIL2 II 
In[we{WA~ +T(AD+DA) : D) I} + : A dx. 
Next we the operator O/OXI to 4.13, take L2-inner product equation 
with A I , simplify, property 
In[(vY')¢l : ¢ = In Vi¢,i : ¢ = ~ : ¢),i = 0 
to obtain 
~il 
2 I~l + IAI;"l = 1 VklAk: AI dx n " J 
+In( {WA- T(AD+ : D)I} + ,I: A'I) dx, 
in which a subscript a comma deIlot~es 
to that component. Finally, we apply the o2j OXIOXm to , take 
of this with A,/m) simplify in the same way as above, 
to 
: A,lm] 
: D)I} + 2WD] ,1m: 
. . (~ 
"';""""--:- ....... ,-" .. 
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obtain 
-
2 dt 
- We r {11k I [A k : A 1+ 10. ' J , 
A~e(((A: 
: A,lm] + : A,lm}d.-c 
+ DA, A)1H2) . 
We now estimate right-hand of 16). To this we recall 
inequality (see Appendix 1) 
that 
lin : A,l I ~ cl!uI!H311 1112, 
lin ihc,IA,km : dxl ~ cllUIIH311 AII12 l 
lin : A,lm I ~ c11UIIH31!A1I12' 
Likewise, 17) we 
I((A : D)l, 
A)HZI ~ cllvilHallAI112l 
+AD+ ,A)H2 1 ~ cllvllHall flH2(1 IIA ). 
51 
(4..16) 
( 4.17) 
( 4.18) 
constant c v.u.U"J.HLj::.. the VUU"""'V"'" (4.18)- (4. ""v •. "~uu.u only on and on 
the 
that 
constants. By making use of (4.18)- (4.19) 16) we thus 
, 
,,~~, ~". -::" :!£~~ 
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(4.20) JUJ.",' .... ",,, that 
now, a given a E 1R+1 we deduce ) that 
.. 
1 d [ 2) 2" dt (11All0'i2 a) d - (II + a) dt II ) 
< 2CllvlI0'i3(IIA(t)1I0'i2 + a) (IiA1I0'i2 + 
( 4.22) 
some positive constant 
We now set a = ~. inequality (4.22) that 
1 d ( 2dt (lIA(t)1I0'i2+ We ( 4.23) 
Integration of (4.23) over (O,t) C (O,T) (4. Therefore A belongs to 
ILOO(O, [H2). 
Let us first .... vue." .... "J. the differential equation 
{ 
~ ,x)=G(t,A) 
A(O,x) = Ao 51 
where 
G(A,t) = ~e (2wD + 2A~e : D)I - A) - (v· \7)A 
(AW W A) 7 (AD + DA). (4.25) 
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solution of (4.24) is given by 
- Ao + fat [~e 2A ~ e (A : . _ A ) 
-(v· - (AW- 3A -
.+T(AD+ 
If E C([O, T], 1H2) 
[13, 30]. 
solution (4.26) belongs to C([O, Tj, 1H2) (at 
v EC([O, TJ, 1H2), we 
A'(t) ~e (2WD_2A~e(A: 
-A) ,v)A 
WA) 3A 
+ 7 +DA) 
to C([O, Tj, ). Taking the of (2.10) we 
IIA'(t) Co 1 A(t)lI~2 + Collvll~3I1A(t)1I~2 -. Ilvll~3 + We 
(IIvll~3 + 1 (II 11~2 ) We) , < 
(4.28) may written in 
We "'''''n','''''''''' (4.23) over (0, T), and that 
/I 1I~2 We:::; (IIAolI~2 + 
we use (4.30) to deduce (4.29) that 
53 
( 4.26) 
locally) 
(4.27) 
(4.30) 
.... 
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implies that 
II A' (t) II n.. 00 (O,TilHl ) 
C (1Ivlln..l(O'TiIH3) + ~ e (1IAO(t)lIn..l(O,TiHl) + ~e) . 
(4.15) is rU'f"'\u",n 
4.1 Local existence of a regular solution 
Let us first without proof Schauder's nDA, .. ""rn [36] for of a 
and the Arzela-Ascoli 
FIXED POINT THEOREM 
Let M a non-empty convex subset of a space B. f a continuous 
mapping of M a compact Thenf a fixed point. 0 
4.5 
Let (K, d) be a compact space and a bounded ofC(K,X), with X 
a Banach is uniformly equicontinuous, that 
Vf> 0 > 0 / d(xb < 0 -+ I f(xd - f(x2)1 < f Vf E 1£. 
is relatively """'.UfJ.l 
Let us now ~'-""'''A'''~A the 
C(K,X).O 
problem: 
+ o.cv 
+DA) 
(v·\7)A+AW-WA-
=2wD 
b - Re(v. 
Np(A: D)l]} 
+DA)} 
: D)l 
v(·, t) E V, A(·, t) E 1H2(0) n X 
= va, A(O) = 
( 4.32) 
, 
• ~~----.~- ~'''''-'r-''T''''' 
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"'''''''':'rn 4.1 LOCAL EXISTENCE OF SOLUTION: CLOSURE 
"" fl.."'." that r E ,b E ), 
Vo E D(£), Ao E 
<5 > 0, then there >0, v E l2(0, T*; 1H3 ) n C([O, ,D(£)), with VI E 
(0, , \I) n C([O, T*], IH); p E £2(0, T*; 1H2) 
(p is the associated and AE C([O, T*], 1H2) n such that (v, A,p) is a 
solution to the problem (4.32) in nT >. 
1. > O,Bl >0 > we U'Vlill'V 
RT {(v, v E C([O, T], D(£)) n 1H3 ), 
E [0, ,IH) n l2(0, T; \I); E (0, T; 1H2'); 
A E lOO(O,TjlHl)jv(O) = A(O) = Ao E n, 
IIvll~ ""(O,TjD(C»no..2 (O,T;1H3) + 11v'lli ""(O,TjlH)no..2 (O,TiV) :s; Bll 
• First we 
Let v* 
If <5 > 0, 
such that 
:S;Bl , < 
is large > 0, 
of the following 
Rev'" + <5£v* = ° a.e in IR+ 
v*(t) E \I in IR+ 
v*(O) = Vo 
a 
0. 
,9 
• . r 
---.-.~-
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we 
, A o) E RT) for all T > 
--"------
k E IR 0 < k < 1, (Vb)' E 
(Vb V2) belongs to C([O, T], D(C)) n 
belongs to C((O, T],!H n \I), 
(1 k)lh + kih belongs to C([O, TJ, D(C)) n 1L2(0, !H3 ), 
(1 - k)~ belongs to C([O, TJ, 11-1 n 1L2(0, \I) 
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we deduce that 
11(1 - k)Vl + kV2112 + 11(1 - k)~ + 112 
:::; (1 - k?llvlll2 + 2(1- k)kllvlllllv211 + 
+(1 - k)211111112 + 2(1- k)kll~IIII~11 k211~112 
:::; (1- k)2 (IIvl 11 2 + 11111112) + k2 ( 112 + 11~112) 
+(1 - k)k ( IIvtII2 + IIv2112 + II~ 112 + 112) 
:::;(1-k)(lIvlI12+1I~1I2)+k( 112+ 112) 
II . II denotes one of the following norms II . 
or II . 1111.. ""(O,T;IH»nIl..2(o,T;O/)· 
Likewise, we may easily show that 
(1 - k)Al kA2 E loo(O, T; 11-12 ), 
< 
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(1 - k)~ 
1/(1-
11(1-
.. Next, we consider the mapping 
(v, 
---+ XT = [0, T]; '0/) x 
r---+ (v,A), 
TJ; ) 
( 4.36) 
and v are ( 4.10) 13) respectively, 
with 
F - Re(v . '\7)v + b 
+div {I [N(A D + A) + Np(A : }. ( 4.37) 
Clearly a point of ¢ is a solution problem (4.32). 
2. purpose, we show that ¢ ., .... u .. , .. ""y the conditions of Schauder's Fixed 
Point Theorem (Lemma 
we show there such that ¢( RT*) C 
If (v, A) E RTl then from (4.37) 18), (4.19) the 
Friedrichs to 
II II~ 2 (O,T;lHl) - loT (F, F)IHI dt 
< loT [D2(I/vll~3 + IIAI/~21Iv"~3) Ilbll~l] dt. 
Then 
Ilbll~2 ( 4.38) 
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where D2 depends on 0, Np , Ns and /. Also, 
IF(O)12 - (F(O), F(O))o.h 
< D2 (l£voI2 + IAol2 + 1) l£vol2 + Ib(O)12, (4.39) 
IIF/II~2(o,T;G-l-1) - IoT(FI, F')G-l-:dt 
< loT D2 [llvll~311v'11~2 + IIA'II~11Ivll~3] dt + 
loT [D2(IIAII~211v'11~2) + IIbll~-l] dt; 
so that 
IIF'II~2(o,T;Wl) ::; D2(B; + BIB~)T + IIb/Il~2(o,T;G-l-l)' (4.40) 
From Lemma 4.2 and 4.3, we use (4.38)-(4.40), to get 
and 
II v 11~2(O,T;G-l3)nI1.? (O,TjD(£)) + II v/II~2(o,T;Wl )nlL 00 (O,TjG-l) 
::; C2 [1£voI2 + II F lli(o,T;HI) + IIF'lIi(o,T;H-I) + IIF(0)112] 
::; C2 [B1 D2(2B1 + B~)T + Ilb'lIi(o,T;H-l) + Ib(0)12 
D2 (I£voI 2 + IAol + 1)I£voI2] , (4.41) 
11 A 110...00 (O,T;G-l2) < (1IAollo...2(O,T;G-l2 ) + ~e) exp (CITllvllo...,~(O.T;G-l3)) 
< (1IAollo...2(O.T;G-l2) + ~e) exp( CIT B;/2), (4.42) 
II A'II 0... 00 (O,T;G-l 1 ) < Co (1Ivllo...2(O'T;G-l3) + ~e) (1I Ao II1L2 (o,T;G-l2) + ~e) 
exp (C1Tllvllo...l(O,T;G-l3)) 
< Co (B;/2 + ~J (1I Aoll u.?(o,T;G-l2) + ~e) exp(C1TB;/2). 
( 4.43) 
.. 
, .'" _;T~ ~_ ~'~.' .' ",:- ,,",:"<' '. 
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Therefore , if we choose T* such the ''''llO-U,:l,llU sides 
of (4.41)-(4.43) are by and make 
use of , and we choose 
{ 
2 (I 2w [ 12 ' Bl > max Dll£vol, I Aoll + We e,2G2 lib 1I1L 1(O,T;D-11)+ 
Ib(O)12 l£vol2 + IA~12 + 1)I£voI2]} (4.44) 
B2 2: eGo ( Bi/2 ~ e) (II 111L1(O,T;D-12) + (4.45) 
T*< < (4.46) 
we have UC'vUJ.J.'vu. 
wand on the ( 4.46), 
such that 
., 0 bviously ¢ is 
u...",u.- n."''-''-'H Theorem (Lemma 1 we deduce RT * is com-
X T = ; [HI). 
RT* is a convex of 
Ue()reln (Lemma that ¢ a fixed point, 
(v,A) solution to problem ( 4.32). 
of (v, A) on r see A.2~5 
4. It AEX; is that and 
• 
We (4.13), to 
+ .Y)AT ATW-
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+AT= 2,,\ -
- TWe(A : D)I. (4.4 7) 
, we Q and (4.47) to 
We{Q' QW-WQ- 3"\ 
7 + =0. 
We now product of (4.48) with Q, this 
1 d 
2dtllQII WQ,Q)- 37"\ Q)+~eIIQII2 :::: ( 4.49) 
Some are now simplified. identity 
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Clearly, (t) ::::: 0 (4.50). Now assume that Z2 is a solution of 
(4.50); then we have 
Z~+ 
We set Z ::::: Zl - , substract hfrom 
product with Z obtain 
We now 
::::: Z2. 
Gronwall's ...,,,;aUUJla. and 
the of the 
4.1 Uniqueness of the solution 
,and take 
that Z 
"'AT'Qn"I 0 
Now, we show that the solution obtained Theorem 1 is only one 
regular 
) 
0; that is 
class 
> O. The problem (4.32) admits at most one solution (v,A) 
m T]; D(C)) x T]j fr-j2). 
The P is unique to an additive constant in (0, fr-j2) 
Proof 
.~ 
difference two solutions (VI, AI, pI ) (v2,A2,p2), cor-
res:DoDlGlrlgtothesame 
Set . The vector" function v the tensor A 
satisfy the 
Re{v' + (v l . \7)v + (v· 'Y (1- ~Np) Cv = 
We{A' + (v. + (v 2 • \7)A} + ::::: 2wD 
: Dl : D2)1- (R(Al, v) + 
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1 
- 7 [(AiDi + DiAi) + 
R(A, v) 3'\ - AW-WA-T(AD ( 4.53) 
Now, we take the 
over fl., to obtain 
of (4.52) with v' and and integrate 
Re {~~ Ilv(t)II~2 ((v. v)v2, v) } + ollv(t)ll~l ( 
{
I d We 2- 11 ,A)} + IA(t) 
A(t)) . 
A(t)) (4.54) 
- We ( R( AI, v) 
(4.53), and inequality (see Appendix we obtain the estim-
ates 
I(v . v)v21 < COllv2 111H3 I, 
IR(A,V2)1 < Collv2 111H31 I, 
I(v·v) + R(Al,v)1 < CoIIAlIIH21IvIIIHS, 
(81 -
We make use of (4.55) 
7 (AID+DAl+ 
(4.56), we add (4.54h 
to deduce the 
D). , 
.. "': 
using 
Inequality (see 
~~ (Rellvllt2 + We1iAllt2) +, (1- :5Np) IIvll~2 
::;; Call II HI € IIvll~2 + ~lvI2) + COllv2 11Hl € IIvll~2 + 21€ IAI2) 
+ + IIAllt2 + 2wCo (~lIvll~2 + 1 II 11~2)' 
€ IIvll~2 + ;€ IAI2) IIAII~2' 
( 4.55) 
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which that 
~~ (Rellvll~2 + We11A112l2) + [& - ;IIAIII012] Ilvll~2 
; [llvll~3 + + WeIlAIIIH~] IIvll~2 
~ 1 (Coll v2 11013 + 2€ + Co WellA1 11012 + 2cWellvll~3) IIA 
+;€ (Co11A11I012 2cRel/v211013) IIvl12l 2 
(Rellv + WeIAI2) (CoIIV211013 + k), (4.57) 
+ 2wCo + CoWe + 
Equation (4.58) is for any € > OJ we vUV'VCI,,", € 
. € = ---:;------------.,---
11012 ) 
such side (4.57) is 
requires 
(4.57) as follows: 
. ~i (Rellvlli:. + We11A,lli2) :::; K (Rellvlli2 Wel/Alli2 ) (4.59) 
with 
= Collv2 + k. 
deduce ( 4.59) Lemma that Rellvlli2 + Wel/Alli2 0, and 
also p is constant.D 
quadratic closure approximation' 
Now we turn to the approximation studied 
Section 1. We the local the as 
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·1 Dimensionless and 
We use the decomposition (4.2), set 
1 
n 
for a problem in IRn. writting A A trD = 0 we 
- (A A") (A + A*)D 
: D)(A 1 
-
n 
We also 
1 V 
77= -L' (4.61 ) 
We (4.2) (2.44) (2.52), use of (4.1), 
( 4.60) (4.61), to the 
Re(v' (v. \7)v) :8 ) 
77 (A' (v·\7)a (AW-WA)-A(AD DA)]+ (4.62) 
1 
2A77D 2A77(A: D)(A -1), 
n 
(4.63) 
Remarks 
L Lemmas 4.2 are still valid with d /,(1 ~). 
We state a 
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4.2.2 The linearised problem 
a gi yen "'Y.L~U""'L veloci ty field v 
the problem 
1] [A' . 'V)A + - W A) ,-:- A(AD + +A 
- - - 1 2ATJD - 2A1](A : D)(A + -1), 
n 
( 4.64) 
A(O) = Ao a.e in n. 
Assume that r E Cl J V E 1L1(O, Tj [H3) n D(£), 
E X n C([O, Tj, [HI), Ao E [H2(n). the problem (4.64) admits a 
solution AE 
that 
, [H2). Futhermore, exists a constant C(n, We) such 
II A lin.. 00 (O,T;1H2) 
:::; (11 Ao1I1H2 + 1) exp [C (1Ivll~2(o,T;(H3)1I + IIAII~2(o,T;1H2) + IIVlla} 
addition, v E C([O, ,D(£)), then A' E C([O, Tj, [HI) and 
Proof 
IIA'IIn..oo(o,TiIH1) :::; 
C [lIvII1H3(21]AIIAII1H2 + TJ(2A + 1)) 1] (I/AoII1H2 1) 
exp {C (IIvll~2(o,T;1H3)1I + IIAII~2(o,T;1H2) + IlvII1L1 (O,T;1H3»)} . 
product (4.64) A in 1L2(n), next we apply the 
(4.65) 
(4.66) 
v to (4.64), multiply resulting equation by and .... ~,.~_J we apply 
D2 to and the equation D2 A 1L2(n). 
- , 
,."'''.''' ' .. ,,.. .. ,, ....... , 
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to obtain 
"U;h~J'VA.J." use (4. - (4.19) and the I....iau,cnv-;:) 
1 d 
"2 dt (1]IIAII~2) + IIA = 21](D, A)!H 2 + 1](W A 
-1] In {Vk,l [A,k : + 2A,km : A,lm] + {h,lmA,1c : A,lm}d::c 
, . 
-21]A (((A: 1]A(AD + DA, A)!H2) 
S; 21] Co I/vllfH3II IlvlIH~ ilAI!~2 + 21].\Collvll!H31IAII!H21IAII~2. 
(4.67) 
Inequality (4.67) U.l.lI-IJ..1<;;;;" 
d 
dt (I/AIIHl) < 2Co1IVIl!H3 2Collvll!H3 I1AII!H2 + 2'\Co 
-11IAII!H2' 1] 
For a given a E lR+l (a ~ I), we deduce from (4.68) that 
1 d (2) d 
"2 dt (1IAII!H2 + a) - (IIAII!H2 + a) dt (IIAII!H2 ) 
(4.68) 
< II V II!H3 (.\IIAII!H2 + 1)(IIAII!H2 + a)(IIAIIHl + a). 
We set a = 1; it 
1 d 
"2 dt IIAII!H2 + 
(4.69) that 
S; CIIVIl!H3 (.\IIAII!H2 + 1) (II 
Integration of (4.69) over (0, t) C (0, T) gives (4.65). 
IL 00(0, T, 1H2). 
Estimate (4.66) 
If v E C([O, TJ, 1H2), E C([O, Tj, [HI), we 
- - 1 1 
- 2'\(A : D)(A + -1) -
n 1] 
- WA) + (AD 
(4.69) 
+ (4.70) 
nere:tore A belongs to 
A 
(4.71) 
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so that belongs to 0([0, TJ, 11-+1). Taking the IH 1-norm of both sides (4.71), 
subadditivity and Poincare inequalities, we obtain 
and this inequality may written form 
(4.72) 
We deduce from (4.70) 
make use (4.73) and we from that 
11(2" + 1)) 
$ (II + l)exp (1Ivll~2(O,T;H3) IIAlli2 (o,T;H2) + II vII ILl (O,T;H3») }, 
which HU,",''',",'' that 
II IIILOO(O,T;Hl) < C [lIv lllH3(211"HAlllH2 + 11(2" + 1)) 1] (II A olllH2 
{o (IIvll~2(o,T;H3) II A lli2(o,T;lH2 ) IIvliIL1(o,T;H3»)} , 
so that (4.66) is nyon" .. " 
.' . 
""C""""""""~~ 
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4.2~3 Local of regular solution 
Let us the following problem: 
+b - Re(v· 
'1 {A' + (v· + WA) - A(AD + DAn 
- 2A'1(A : D(A + ~I) 
v(-, t) E 0/, A(-, t) E [11\0) and AC t) E X 
v(O) = Vo, A(O) = Ao. 
Theorem 4.3 LOCAL EXISTENCE OF SOLUTION: QUADRATIC CLOSURE 
that r E C3, bE !LFoAIR+,[Hl), 
[H2(!1) n 
(4.74) 
Then there 1'" > 0) !L2(0, T"'; [H3)nC([0, T"]; D(£))) with Vi E !L2(0, ,o/)n 
C([O, ,[H); p E L2(0, 1[112) (p is the associated and AE C([O, T"'J, [H2)n 
X such that (v,AIP) is a solution to the problem (4.14) in 
Proof 
1. T > 0, Bl > 0 and B2 > we define RT, </> as in (4.33) and (4.36) 
we 
(4.75) 
2. us find > 0 such that </>( RT *) c RT *. 
Let A) E RT , as "',..r'T-Un1 4.1, we 
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.. deduce (4.75) 
IIFII~2(O,T;o;l) - loT IIF(t)ll~ldt 
Likewise, 
Therefore 
From 4.2 
< loT [D2(llvll~3 + IIAII~21Ivll~3) + "AII~21Ivll~3) 
. +lIbll~l] dt. 
on !1, on the 
faT IIF'II~-ldt 
+ 2)T + Ilbll~2(O,T;011)' 
and 
loT Dz [llvll~3I1tYlI~2 + 11~1IlAII~2I1vll~3] dt + 
faT ["AII~2I1vll~3 + IIAII~2I1vll~3 IIb!l~_l] dt 
loT [D21IAII~2 + IIAII~1I1vll~3)] dt. 
.. ~ 
4.6, and (4.76)-(4.78), we 
II vll~2(o.T;013)nIL2(o,T;D(.c» + Ilv/II~2(O,T;01-1 )nlL 00 (O,T;01) 
:s; Cz [1£voIZ + IIFlli(o,T;HI) + IIF'II Z + IIF(O) 
Cz (2B; + + BIB~ B~)T + IIb'lIi(o,T;H-I) 
69 
( 4.76) 
+lb(OjIZ + (l£voIZ + I II IIZ)I£voI2] , (4.79) 
- . ~ . 
• ,":: ,_'.~;::':;',~::'l" 
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I/AII IL""(O,T;1H2) < (IIAoII1L2(o,T;1H2) + 1) 
exp [C (1I v !fi2 (o,T;1H3) + IIAllt2(o,T;!H2) + I/VI!1L 1(O,T;W»)] 
< (II A o/ll2(O,T;1H2) + 1) (C(2BI + Bi/2)T) , (4.80) 
IIA'IIlOO(O,TiIH1 ) < [(llv/lll(O,TiIH3) (21JA(IIAII1H2 + 1J(2A + 1))) + 1] 
(II 1I1H2 1) {C(lI v lll2(o,T;W) + /l A lIl2(o,T;1H2) + IIvlin.r(O,T;W»)} 
< C [Bi/2 (21JA(Bi/2 + 1J(2A + 1))) + 1] 
(11Ao111H2 + 1) exp {C(2Bl + Bi/2)T}. (4.81) 
Therefore (v,A)E RT*, if we choose 
(4.79 )-( 4.81) are bounded respectively by 
(4.35), so we "C-Relose 
that the right-hand of 
and B2 • We use 
Bl 2: max { DIIL:voI2,(II A oll + 1)e,2C2 [llb'llll(O,T;1H1)+ 
Ib(0)12 !L:voI 2 + /l Aol14 + II 112)IL:voI2]}, (4.82) 
and 
< < min{ . (4.84) 
with (4.84), </J(RTo) RT*' 
proof from 1) 2) of 
this proof, and U'-'lla.UU.vL that </J a fixed 
point, (v,A) IS solution the (4.74). 
show that A E X. IS =A trA=O. 
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• 
We take of recalling = A, to 
- - - 1 
= 2A7]D - 2A7](A : D)(A + 
n. 
We set Q - A, and we (4.64) (4.85): 
7]{Q' + (v· \l)Q+ QW - WQ- + 
Now, we take the product of (4.86) with Q: 
}+AT 
(4.85) 
= O. (4.86) 
1 d 
2dtllQII 1 2 Q)-A(QD+DQ, IIQIIQ.2 = O. (4.87) 7] 
before, we deduce (4.87) that 
~ (2Kllvll!H3 
we may Gronwall's .uvULLUU. to conclude 
• trA=O 
First, we that trA o and we set Z = trA, and now 
trace of both of (4.64), 
7]{Z' + . \l)Z - 2A(A: Z = -2A7](A : 
which ULLI-'U,",,," 
+ +KZ = O .. 
Zl(t) 0 solves (4.88). assume that is also a solution 
of (4.88), then we have 
Z~+ 
Z~ + (v· 
. ~ 
• ... ' ~ '~ .. :~ t~~~~fH 
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We set Z = Zl - Z2, we substract (4.S9h from (4.S9h, and take the 
L2-inner product with Z to obtain 
We apply Gronwall's Lemma and condude that Z = 0. Therefore Z1 = 
Z2. This ends the proof of the theorem. 0 
4.2.4 Uniqueness of the solution 
Now, we show that the solution obtained in the theorem 4.3 is the only one in the 
class of regular solution. 
Theorem 4.4 Let T>O. The problem (4.32) admits at most one solution (vIA) in 
1L2(0, Tj 1H3 ) n C([O, Tj; D(£)) x C([O, Tj; 1H2). 
The pressure p is unique up to an additive constant in 1L2(O, T; 1H2) 
See the proof of Theorem 4.2.0 
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GLOB L EXISTENCE OF 
SOLUTIONS 
In we show that the solutions obtained Theorems 
4.2 for the closure Theorem and 4.4 for quadratic are 
U.<;OlU"",'U. for all t > 0, for small data. solutions are proved to 
the of body forces .. 
We that it is possible, as will shown in 
Chapter, to results on global existence the model (2.41) which 
diffusivity is assumed constant. GALDI AND [15J have local 
the case in Dr is by (2. [14], but have u .......... "' ... 
~t~ ~~al 
approach is Chapter substantially on analysis by GUILLOPE 
AND [16]. 
73 
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5. Linear approximation 
In this section, we show unique solution obtained in 
are defined on IR+, if data are small enough. To this we 
priori bounds by that solution. 
5.1.1 Some a 
We recall first 
(4.20), with v = 
estimates 
solution to 
4.1 4.2 
some a 
We rewrite 
1 d 2 dt (Well IIJ[2) II < 2wCol/vllH311AIIH2 + 2WeColiv IIAII1-2 
~ 4w2C5~llv!I1-3 ~IIAII1-2 
2 2 0 4 1 
+4We Co "2 IIAIIH2 + Ilvll 
We choose t: = ~ o 3/(2w2 CJ)i then the previous reads 
AI12 111AI12 6 2/'1 II 112 + 2 H2 ~ W vo V H3 6We
2
11 114 I H2. (5.1) 
We write 1 
= -Rev' b-
{~1 [N(AD + DA) + Np(A : D)I)} , 
we take the HI-norm 
Young's Inequalities to obtain 
sides by them self, Friedrichs and 
---,,--.,..- (Re211v'lIiI2 + IIAlliI2 + Ilbll1-1 + c2Re21lvlliIdlvvlliIl) 
< ---:-_Co~~ (Re2 I1v'lIiI2 + IIAlliI2 + IlblliIl + l£vI4) , 
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. Korn's (see Appendix A.3.3), we deduce from the previous 
an estimate II v , m 
(5.2) 
From (5.1) (5.2), therefore, 
) 
3We2 11A (5.3) 
will be used only for values of Dr the coefficient II IIk2 
Remark. 
Inequality 
in the ~-'J.(:w..'U. side is positive. particular, we will choose Dr that the 
coefficient IIAllk2 is 
1 2 2" -7w Co ~ O. 
We write the 
1 [ 2 I J -Re v b {~ 
1 
-ReJ(v . v)v, 
where 
() = "I (1 - 2. Np) • 
We now (5.5) 
inequality, to obtain 
I£vl = ~ [Re2Iv/ll£vl Ibll£vl + ~N I 
I(v, v)vll£vl,· 
(5.5) 
usmg Cauchy-Schwarz 
DA)llIvll I IIDlllvll] 
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Appendix, (A.3.2)) and we Using 
deduce 
that 
the inequality there constants > 0 and C1 > 0 
(5.6) 
where 
IS Dirichlet norm. 
Now, we take the product in IH (4.32h £v, and 
I+Rel(v, IIvll+ 2; 
Again and inequalities, we deduce from the 
prevIOus that there exists a constant such that 
d 
dt 
Next, we differentiate (4.32h with r<:>"," ..... <:>,.. to t, take the 
resulting equation with Vi, as above, to obtain 
the Young we deduce 
constant C = C(;, N,O) 
€ 
-1b'12 + -lv'14 + -lIvll~3 2€ 2 
& (IIA'llk1 IIvll4 + IIAII4 
(5.7) 
prod uet IH of 
a 
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We also differentiate with respect to t, and take the product in [Ii of 
the resulting equation with (38/4w 2CJ)A', to obtain 
~~ 38We l 12)+ 38 IA'I2 =s ~llv/I12+~:22 1IvI14+~11 II~I) 
Adding 
~ (Re 1v /12 dt 
< 
+ 3We~8IA'14 € 8 Ilvll~s 
1 Ilv'114) . (5.9) 
, we 
3"We IA'I') +"lIv'II' 3" 1A'I' 
8w2 Re
2) IVI14+€~~211 BiIl 
(1+- IIvl113 + 3!W :21A'14 + 38We2 
€w 
IIiI2 ~llvII14) 
(5.10) +-8 (II 
We multiply inequality to 
, to 
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Making use of (5.2) to estimate Ilvll~3' and using also (5.4), the previous inequality 
d (Re 1v'1 2 + :~~ IA'12 IIAII1I2) 
(1 4wtca) {Re21Iv'1I2 IIAII1I2 + Ilbll1Il 
8 2 Co8 14 We 28 14 IIbllHI + -2- ICv + 4Re2Cow411AI H2 + 
+ 8 (~IIAlli(2 + ;llv'114) + (11A'lliI l + IIvl1 4 
Re2 ) Iv'14. 
In that the II 112 and IIv/l12 
f = (8w2Co/(Re2(4w2 CJ + 8)). 
Inequality (5.11) now 
11 4 38We
2
1 14 Hl+ 4 2 
€w 
(5.11) 
we choose 
d (Re1v'12 + 38We 12 + 38We IlAllk2) + 2 IIv'I12 + 4w~~al 12 + -8-IIAllk2 
< 8 -1b'12 -8-llbll1Il 8We2 
8 
+ 
+ 
Co8We2 
8Re2( 4w2Ca + 8 11 
(4w2C5 + 8) Ilv
'
11 4 + _-'-::---:-:-"_-"-
4W4~ ~2~ 
inequality oecom;es 
!!-. (R I '12 38We IA'12 38We l'IAI12) 811 '1/2 38 'IA'12 dt e v + + 4w2CJ H2 + 4 v ,+ 4w2CJ 
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< 14 IIAllirl + GsoWe
2
11 II~I 
IA'I4 + Gs:e2lv'14 
(1IA'lltl + IIvll4 + IIAI14 + Ilv/114) . 
We multiply (5.7) by 12~2Re2' add the 
of l£vl4 in (5.12), it 
to 
~~-:-lIvIl2 + Relv'I 2 + ---:-~ 
! IIv'1I2 + 4:2~J IA'I2 + ~-:-:-=--:-
2 0 I 12 :5 -lIbllH1 + 8G
2
Re2 b 
+~ (2G 2 + 8~2) IIvll4 
(~~ + ~~:) IIv'I14 + 
---=--lIv Il8 . 
{
Gswe2 
--- max 8 
Gso 
4w2 + 
IIA G~~2e2I1v'114 
inequality to (5.12), 
that, there exists G6 > 0 
d 
---UvI12 + + + :~~J IA'12 + 3Weo IIAII~2) 
+ ~llv/1l2 + --:--:-::-IA/12 + 03 IIvl12 
4 
(5.12) 
use 
that 
IIAllt! 
4 3G;2G6) IIAllt2 
IIA/llt! 
(5.13) 
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:s; -lIbllit-l Ibl2 3CSlbl4 4')'8 IA'I4 
{~2I1Allifl 1 Jllvll4 + Iv'I4 + ~2I1Allj£2 IIv'I14 } 
+ 2C211AII4 2~211Alllifl + IIvl1 6 + C1 3-:;4 11v1l8, (5.14) 
now an important which will help us to show global existence 
solution . 
....,"" .............. 5.1 {16} Let f be a non absolutely 
inequality 
f' 
k > 0, Q' > 0 and f3 2:: 0 are some 
unique solution of M 2m-l + M5 + M3 + M2 + M -
satisfying 
15) 
f(O):S;MJ and f3 :s; k~ I then j(t) bounded by M for all 
Mo > OJ be the 
OJ and 0 < M < Mo· If 
O. 
IS 
and let 
f is continuous, we 
entiable. Therefore for t > , 
Assume that 
{t E IR+, f (t) > 
f(t*) = M, and 
f '(t*) = f' (to) = lim --'-'-----'--'-+ t-+t* t - t* -
f(t*) = M, 
j'(t*) < 
+ 
j'(t*) = f~(t*) 2:: O. 
+ + + Mo-
f3 (5.15) we 
+ 
t > 0 such that 
15) we see that. f is 
17) 
o < M < MOl f(O) :s; M, 
f3 
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< a (M2 + M3 + M4 + 
- -kM + aM (M + M2 + + M 5 
< -kM+ kM kM 
2 3 
kM 
- -6<0. 
j'(t*) < 0 (5.17). 0.0 
Coronary 5.1 Under hypotheses of Lemma 5.1, f(t)':5:.M Vt 2::: 0, m-
equality 15) that 
J' + kf ':5:. /3, (5.18) 
where 
5.1 Global solution: linear closure 
f(t) - --,--lIv(t) 112 + Relv'(t)1 + 3<5We IA'(t)12 + 3<5We IIA(t)IIJf2' 
(5.19) 
inequality (5.14) takes form: 
(5.20) 
where k > 0, a > 0 /3 2::: 0 are "1"\...,,,,,1".,. data. 
Theorem 5 GLOBAL EXISTENCE FOR THE LINEAR CLOSURE 
Let ao E C4. If <5 = ')' (1 > 0), exists Wo satisfying 
depending on data, that, if Wo < wand Vo E . Ao E 1H2, b E 
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then the problem 
a unique solution (v,A) defined for all times t, and 
v E n lfoc([R+, 1H3 ) 
Vi E IH) n lFoc([R+, V) 
AE A' E ). 
Proof. 
L regularity on r, see 
(5.14), we see solution obtained Theorem 4.1 satisfies 
inequality (5.20) 
f3 38 IIbl12 8 Ibl2 Ib'I2 + -lbI 4 • = - LOO(O,TjIH1 ) + Re2 + 41'8 
Lemma 5.1, there 
if f(O) :s; M :s; Mo 
that f(O) 
a constant Mo, on data, such 
then f(t) is bounded all t E [R+. Observe 
b are small in their 
. 1H2), b' E 
Vo E D(£), b(O) E E 1H2. 
spaces. 
,IH I ), which are 
that 
v E l;OC([R+l 
In the same 
v E , V) n lFoc([R+l D(£)), 
v' E loo([R+, IH) n lFoc([R+, V), 
E loo([R+l 1H2), A' E 
we UCUUL.C that vEL 00 ; D(£)) 
that v E D(£)), 
.• -v 
from (5.5), 
(4.32h 
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that VI E Cb(IR+; 11-1). 
We write (4.32h in the 
We{A' + (v· +A} - we{AW-WA- 3:(AD+DAJ} 
2A 
+2wD - TWe(A: D)l. (5.22) 
right hand side of (5.22) has its first third term 'C'LVJ,jr:,HJ.r:, to , 11-1 2), 
so that Cb(IR+,1I-I3 ). This with (5.21) implies right-hand 
side of (5.22) belongs Cb(IR+,1I-I 1) that AI E Cb(IR,1I-I 1 ), also 
A'(O) E 11-11 (from the of theorem). 0 
5.1.3 Stability of global solution around zero 
In section we that global solution obtained in in the 
absence body 
Theorem 2 STABILITY OF SOLUTION IN THE ABSENCE OF BODY FORCE 
Under the hypotheses of 5.1, we assume also solution. 
(v,A) obtained in Theorem 5.1 is exponentially stable. 
Proof. 
We choose Wo such that it satisfies Therefore solution (v,A) satisfies 
(5. (5.20), and consequently (5.18), with f3 = O. Therefore, from (5.18) 
which 
(5.23) 
with 
1 - 2:: O. 
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particular, we use (5.19), which with (5.23) .......... .u....,o 
(5.24) 
where IS a constant depending on the data. ~ 
5.2 Quadratic closure approximation 
In as solution obtained 
4.3 and are defined on IR+, if data are small enough. To this 
we derive first some a priori bounds uniform in time, by solution. 
5.2.1 Some a priori estimates 
recall first that the local solution (v ,A) satisfies the conditions of 4.3 
and In what follows, (v,A) is unique local solution problem (4.74). Now 
we scalar product of (4.74h with A in 1L2(!t), apply operator to 
(4.74h, and multiply resulting 
operator to (4.74 h we multiply 
We add these resulting equations, as 
equation by 
resulting 
the 
and finally we 
U<N~"JU by in IL?(!t). 
Section, we obtain 
1 d 2" dt (ryl/A ) + IIAII~2 2Ary(D, + ry(W A - AW, 
-2Ary k {Vk,l [A,k : A,I + 2A,km : A,lm] : A,lm}d:z: 
[((A: D)(A + ~I), A) H2 + (AD A)H2] . (5.25) 
(4.16)-( 4.19) we (5.25) that 
~! (ryIlAII~:I) + IIAlIlf2 < 2AryllvllH311AIIH82 + CoryllvllH3l1AII~2 
+CoryllvllHsll 11~2 
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< fl,X21]2I1VIl~3 + 1 IIAII~2 + C51]2 ~ IIAII~2 
1 Ilvll~3 + C51]2 ~3I1AII~2 + 2:3I1vll~3' 
85 
We choose fl = 
inequality now reads 
6CJ; the ,... .. "'.'''''' 
(5.26) 
(4.74)1) we deduce an estimate for Ilv , III form 
From (5.26) and (5.27) it follows that 
d (1]IIAII~2) (~ 3CO,X21]2) IIAII~2 :5 (3,X21]2CO 
+I2I1AII~2 + 3CO,X21]2 (Rellvl12 + IIbll~l + C2Re21Cvl4) . (5.28) 
. Remark. (5.28) will used only of 7] that 
IIAII~2 we will 7] 
the coefficient "AII~2 is CO,X27]2, so 
~ - 4CO.,\27]2 ~ o. (5.29) 
We (4.74). in 
1 { I 
- J -Rev b + divi [Np(A : D)(A + ~l) + Ns(AD 
}, (5.30) 
and from (5.30) the 
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Now'we the product of in lH with £v, and there 
a constant such that 
we 
d 
dt Ilv112) + al£v[2 < ~ (lbl2 + II 11~1 
+C3Tllv Il4) . 
(4.74h with respect t, and take scalar 
the resulting equation with V', obtain 
Ib'I2 + ~llv'1l4 + ~IV'14 Ilvll~3 1588 
+ ~2 (IfAIf~l + IIvllS ~ IIA'lls 
~IIAII~l + IIA'I14 + IIvll~2 Ilv'1I4) . 
in lH of 
We also (4.74h respect to t, and take 
resulting equation with (a /80C2 .:\27J2)A' to have a 
scalar product in lH of 
coefficient of Ilvll~3 
in (5.35). We thus 
~! IA'12) + ·160C~ .:\27J2 IA'12 :s; a '2 3Ea 2 4""V II + 160C2.:\211llvll043 
+ a (IAI4 + IA'14) 
__ 8 __ ( IAls ~~IIAII~l 
+ + IIv'I14 + 14). (5.34) 
(5.33) and , we 
! ( Relv/12 + a IA'12) + ~lIv'112 12 
:s; Tlb'I2 + 80C2.:\27Jllvll~3 + 8C;2112E (IAI4 IA'1 4) 
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+ 2~2 (II 11~1 + Ilvll8 + ~"A'118 + ~IIAII~l + IIA'II'~ + /lVIIl'I + IIAII~2) 
+ c5 ( IAI8 + llAII~l + IV/14 + IIv'1I4 + IA'14) 
c5 1 
+-4"v'1I4 + -lv'14 + Re2fllvll~3. (5.35) 4€ 
multiply (5.28) c5 /(1200>.2772 Re2), to obtain a positive \.,vvj'U\.,l<:;J.J. 
add resulting inequality to . We also (5.29) > 
we obtain 
~ (Re\v'1 2 + c5 IA'I2 + 1200:21]Re21IAII~2) 
12~e211 11~2 + ~lIv'112 + 1600~).21]2IAI12 
, 2 2 c5 2 02c5 14 II 114 < Ib I + 8002).21] II vll1H3 4Re211bllIH1 + 4 + . V 1H3 
+04 { ; [ (l + c5 Iv'I4 + c5 (800;).21]2 80 ~21]2) IA'14] 
IIAII~l } + c5 (3).21]200 + IIAII~2 
( IIAII~l IIvll8 + ~IIA'1I8 + IIA'1I4 + IIv'II4 + Ilvll~2) 
+ Re21IAII~2+1I1v'114. (5.36) 
make use of to IIvll~2 (5.36), which now reads 
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n [(~ + 800~A2~2) Iv'14 + 0 + IlIA'14] 
( 2C2C) II 114} eS ( 01 ) 4 + 4CA21J2 + -eS- A IHI + 3 + COA41J2 IIAII1H2 
+T ( IIAII~l + Ilvlls + ~IIA'1I8 + 1I~/1I4 IIv'I14 //vIl4) 
{Re411v'114 + IIAII~2 IIAII~2 + IIbll~l + l£vIS} 
cleS IIAII~2 + ~lIv/114. (5.37) 
4 
We ,",UV\.I.:;:J'" f. 10C2 A21J/(9Re2CO) , to obtain a ,",n,,,1",,,,,. {;Ut:JLll{;l!:!'ll of /I 11~2; in-
equality 
eS 
IA'I2 + 12CO~1JRe2I1A + 
eS IIv'I12 + 160C~A21J2IA'12 
Ib'12 + 7eS IIbll~l + 7~~eSl£vI4 lOC;~;A21J Ilbll~l 
eS (7 C1 120C4C2 A21JRe2) IlAI14 IIAII~2 + + COA41J2 + 9CoeS 1H2 + 
2C2A21J { 5 
(1 eS 
4" + 800C A21J2 I '14 eS V + 2C A21J2 1) IA114} 
2C2 (II 11~1 Ilvlls + ~IIAIIiS IIA'114 + IIv1l4) 
".~ 
IIAII~l + ~ (1 
+ Re4 IS) . 
set 
. 
-- - .. _-_.--,--,. -
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1 
the now reads 
o 2 ) 
+ 12Co,\21]Re2,II A II3;2 
+ ~llvll12 0 IA'I 2 160C2,\21]2 
< -llbll~l + 2"4/£vI4 + C5,\21]llbll~1 
5 Iv'I4 2,\~1]2IA'14} + C59~e21IAII~1 + --~--::---:-
! IIv'II4 + (II 11~1 + IIvll8 + ~IIA/118 + IIA'II4 + Ilvll4) 
(II 11 8 ' l£vIS) • (5.38) 
We 02/(96C2 Re2), and add the resulting inequality ; we 
(5.31) to estimate l£vl4 in (5.38). It follows that 
---::--llvIl 2 + Relv'I 2 + 80C:,\21] IA'I2 + 12Co:21]Re2I1AII~2) 
o 12 0 '12 0
3 I 12 2411 1 + 160C2,\21]2IA + 96C2Re2 £v 
< + ~lIbll~l + 48Z:~e2Ibf2 + C5,\21]lIbll~1 + 0 
114 + 118 + ~;2 + __ 
9C~Coo) Iv'I4 ~ 7C2CsRe4 + 2C2) IIvll8 
Cs) IIAII~2 2~~lbI4 
6 1 (7Cs 2) II 118 
----:-::----::---:-IIAII3;2 + J 24 + 2C A 3;1 
.. ~ 
'_~:-'.":-'''.' :;-,:;'-!h ,-~ ~ "~;:-. 7;->'~:~. 
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1/1 vl l14 + -0- (~IIAII18 IIA11I4) + C52A~1]2IAI14 
{Reslv'ls IIAII~2 + II + Ibl 8 + C2Re211 1I 16}. (5.39) 
we set 
C7 = max { 48C2 --+ 24 
+2C2,C6 , }. 
Since IIvll 2 ::; dlCvl 2 , positive d inequality (5.39) now reads 
--lIvI1 2 + Relv'12 80C~A21]IAI12 + 12CO~1]Re211 11~2) d dt 
o II 112 ~llv' 0 I '12 II 112 + A 1H2 + 160C2 A21]2 A + 96C2Re2d v 
< 4C21b'I2 + ~llbl12 1 COO Ibl2 + Ilbll~jl + 
- 0 8Re2 IH 48C2Re2 In 
( IIvll4 + IIAI1I4 + IV114) + C7 0 ( IIv + 1211v ) 
+C5~ (IIVI A:1]2IAI14) ( IIAII~l IIAI1I8 + IIv1l8) 
~: Iv/ls IIAII~2 + IIAII8) + 12Co~~~2Re2I1A"~2 
+Re4 C7 (IIAII~~ + C2Re2 11AII (5.40) 
5.2 Global of regular solution: quadratic closure 
Theorem 5.3 EXISTENCE FOR THE CLOSURE 
. There 
such that) if 
1]0 (5.29) and 
< 1] and Vo E D(C), E 1H2, 
then 
on " and on 
b E (IR+, 1H2)} 
71 "',n,, '--rE1 (4. 14) a 
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unique solution (v,A) defined for all times t, and 
Proof. 
Let 
viE , IH) n o..~oc(!R+, \I) 
AE IH2) n Xj A' E 
" 
(5.40) 
J'(t) + kf(t) ::; a (l(t) + f3(t) + 
where k > 0, a > 0 and (3 ~ 0 are some constants depending on the and f 
hypotheses of 1 with n = 4 
(3 = 1b'12 o 
+ 240 Ibl4 + ---:-
By 5.1, there 
that if f(O) ::; M ::; Mo 
a constant MOl on !1, Ns , 17, 'Y Re such 
(3 ::; k~, then f(i) is bounded for all t E !R+. Observe 
f(O) ::; M if Vo, b are small respective 
fJV~J"V"''''.''', if b E (!R+i IH2), bl ' E are 
b(O) E 0..2 E 
V E 0.. OO(!R+, \I) n , D(£)) 
Vi E 0.. OO(!R+l IH) n o..~OC(!R+l \I) 
E (!R+, 1H2)j E 0.. OO(!R+, 0..2 ). 
Therefore 
""~L",a ..... u when Vo E 
(5.43) 
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inequality (5.31) we deduce that vE II.. OO(IR+; D('c)) and from (5.30) that 
vE ILroc(IR+1 1H3). And (5.43) that Gb(IR+; D(£)), and (4.74h 
that v' E Gb(lR+i IH). 
write (4.74h in form 
{ AW"':'WA-~(AD 
+2~1]D - 2~1](A : D) (A (5.44) 
The right hand of (5.44) its third belonging to II..;OC(IR+l 1HZ), 
then Gb(IR+, 1H3 ). This together with (5.43) that the right-hand 
(5.44) belongs Gb(IR+,IHI ) and that A' E Gb(lR, IHI ), because A'(O) E IHI (from 
hypotheses the theorem).O 
5.2.3 Stability of the global solution around zero: quadratic 
closure 
In this we show that we show that global solution obtained Theorem 
5.3 is stable with zero body force. 
OF SOLUTION AROUND ZERO FOR THE 
CLOSURE 
Under hypotheses Theorem we assume 
obtained in Theorem 5.3 is exponentially stable. 
that b=O. Then solution 
.... uu'v,,'" 1]0 it satisfies (5.29). Therefore solution (v, A) satisfies 
(5.40), (5.41), (5.42) (5.18), with f3 = 18) 
f' 
-.,-..::...--...,.- < 
f(l- If) -
. .. 
_...-., • .....-_ ..... ~.>. ",. -~--,~..-~~" . ..." .... ~,r;T\'.""I'--.• 
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u,-,~,"''-', for f(O) < v we deduce 
IS some 
< f(O) 
f(t) - 1 - ~f(O) 
implies 
constant depending on data. 0 
93 
(5.45) 
(5.46) 
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.. .. ISCUSSlon d onclusio 
we of 
the choice closure on .l.nU.l.H .... consistency and on energetic 
stability. Next, we return problem existence umqueness solutions 
local global in 
6.1 Results on Thermodynamic Consistency 
Chapter 3 focussed on influence the choice closure 
namic consistency, and on 
the second law has been 
stability. In 
as a means 
must met the constitutive equations. In 
form of a inequality, 
the restrictions, if any, which 
"""''''''''''~1f" context it is 
on the constitutive equation for that are relevant. study has not 
been exhaustive, the sense that only a of closure rules been chosen 
for investigation, restrictions on the constitutive equation 
the well in se-
The of by at 
95 
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least one in the is fairly comprehensive. techniques 
provide an additional means of the uv"'.Lv,", 
rheological or numerical as-
Indeed, the CI",,",VllU a simple restriction 
on vU,"rl'v,", of particle number as a requirement consistency - in case of 
the respect of 
are while is shown, despite 
performance selected flow simulations, to all possible 
flows. 
Other closure rules may be using the methods here; 
extent to which it is possible obtain simple restrictions on such closures, for 
example in of bounds on material constants, depend on of 
the 
6.2 Results on well-p of solutions 
In Chapter 4 
time, for both 
for case 
the 
5, we have shown that solutions, local and global in 
linear clsoure when Np :s; and quadratic closure, and 
constant. constraint on the particle number the case of 
is one that arises an investigation Liapounov stability [35], 
in Chapter m of thermodynamic admissibility. obtain 
we' studied two linearised problems, one 
for velocity A. We implemented a fixed point argu-
ment, Point Theorem, to show that a regular solution 
on a (0, T*). This solution an inequality, which 
implies as usual, we took the difference 
of two solutions an Gronwall's Lemma, this 
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implied nullity. For we first derived some a priori '"'v ... u'-,.,' 
time, solutions obtained in Chapter 4. Then, by 
Lemma 5.1 and for small enough data, we that 
a solution defined all t. of body force that 
solutions satisfied Corollary 5.1, which implies that it is exponentially stable. 
study 
Dr; one can 
or .tt",,,,,,,,,,t tools, with different values of 
mented by numerical simulations so as to 
investigated This 
a value 
Ideally this 
the implications 
be the subject further 
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ppendix 
S L S F MF C I L 
LYSIS A FU C I 
S AC S 
,-, ..... U"',A>. we one a ..... UA.J.H".~J. of 
that are m body the thesis. 
A.l Results from Functional Analysis 
A.1.1 Normed and Banach 
All vector spaces are assumed to be defined over the of 
V a vector space. A semi-norm on is a map 1·1: V --t IR+ which satisfies 
lu + vi =:; lui + lvi, laul lallul Vu, v E V, Va E JR. (A.I) 
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A norm " . II on V IS a 
definiteness: 
If " . tl is a norm on V, 
norm 11·11 defined over the 
the 
RESULTS FROM FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS ... 
that property 
IIvll :::: 0 iff v::;: O. (A.2) 
(V, 11·11) is a normed space. Usually, the 
V is conventional or is clear the context, 
we simply the nrn'l""£1 space by V. notion of norm is a generalization 
of the absolute for numbers. The /lvll is used to measure the 
length of a ''''''r'Tn ... lIu-vll is to measure between 
"",r1tn1"<;: U and v V. 
Two norms 11·11 and 111·111 on a normed V are said to be equivalent if there 
are constants Cl and C2 that 
(A.3) 
A Cauchy _"u'n'up'Tl in V is a that the property that for any 
E > 0 a number N( t) such that - vrnll < t all n, m > N( t). 
Certainly, all convergent u'-''''''.,,;,o are Cauchy though the converse is 
not A V is complete if if every Cauchy 
in A. 
A IS a Banach 
1.2 product and Hilbert spaces 
Let V a vector An product on V is a -symmetric bilinear 
(.,.) : V x V -+ !R that is positive that (.,.) has following 
(u,v)::::(v,u) Vu,vEV, 
+ v) :::: a( Uh v) + f3( U2, v) V UhU2, V E V, a, f3 E IR, 
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(v, ~O \:fvEV, and (v,v)=O¢=}v=O. 
A V with an inner product h,) is an space. 
When definition of .) is we will simply Uv"'V"'" the inner product 
V. 
Every a norm according to 
IIvll = (v, v) 
so that every inner product space is a 
A product space is 
space. 
a Hilbert 
is a Banach space '''In.''''''''' norm is induced by an product. 
a 
Linear operators and linear functionals. Let V and W vector spaces. A 
L : V .....-t W is called an operator. operator L is linear V to W 
if it is and that if 
L(u + v) = + L(v), 
L(av) = aL(v), 
for all v E and a E IR. For a linear operator we write L(v) as Lv. A 
operator is called a linear functional if W = IR. 
The R(L) and or null, space N(L) L are W 
V, respectively by 
R(L)= E W: w = L(v) for some v E V}, 
N(L) = {v E V: L(v) = OJ. 
The 
N(L) 
is the of 
solutions 
U!Hl'),;vi) under L, the space 
equation L(v) O.Obviously, 0 E N(L). 
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A worth IS ?prl'UH'l operator P : 
v -+ V, from a vector space into itself, is defined to have property 
=P, or p 2v==Pv, VvEV. 
V and Ware nVL"' .. ".", "~""'v,~,, and L is a map V W, L is to be 
continuous if Vn -+ v V that L(vn.) -+ L(v) inW. Furthermore, map 
L is said to bounded if for any r > 0, is a constant 2:: 0 such 
II VvE IIvll ~ r. 
L is a linear operator, the U"'>'J.e.,", .. "",," of L is characterized the existence 
of a M 2:: 0 such 
IIL(v)1I ~ Mllvll Vv E (AA) 
of continuity and boundedness are in the case of 
1}P'T'fl.lf'IT is continuous if and only if it is 
An L W is to if exists a 
c> 0 such 
Lipschitz continuous operators are continuous, the converse is not true 
the hand, a linear operator is )..aLI" ....... continuous if and only if it is 
continuous. 
The .c( W); dual space. 
Let V and W be normed We by .c(V, W) the space of bounded 
to W. For L E .c(V, W), the quantity 
IILII == _II _II == sup IILvll IIvll 1111119 (A.5) 
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IS it can shown IILII thus ".. ..... " ....... ,,,.. IS a norm on 
£(V,W). The £(V, W) endowed with the norm ..., .... ,u ...... 'J.j, space if W 
IS a space. 
The Ull'~"l\./llQ,"," on V is as the dual 
by V'. since !R is complete, V'is a Banach 
norm 
IILII :::: lLvl· (A.6) 
we use £ for a linear on a space V 
U ..... .u, .. IU ..... the action £ on a .,,,'-',, .. ..., v E V by (£, v) rather than £(v). Here, .) is 
the duality pairing between V' and V. Section 5.2 we duality 
in the of the space LP(n). 
a normed VI its dual. sequence 
in V is to weakly V v if 
Vn) (£, V £ E VI. (A.7) 
notation 
,is used to indicate convergence. (norm) weak 
convergence, the converse not hold, the exception of finite-dimensional 
<* 
l:ivuc;e;I:i. for which the two forms of convergence 
A.1.3 Embeddings 
Embedding are especially important we compare spaces 
indices; of Sobolev are gIVen next Let V 
W spaces V C W. If is a constant c> 0 such 
Ilvllw :s; c Ilvllv V v E V, (A.8) 
I 
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we say is continuously embedded W, and 
YW. 
This property can be interpreted in various for example, (A.S) that the 
identity operator I : V ~ W is bounded, or equivalently, continuous. 
continuous V W implies if Vn ~ v V, Vn ~ v in 
W. 
The subspace V is said to be compactly embedded in W if 
vn ->. V V that Vn ~ v W. 
property is "'VYH·.oC 
yyW, 
is to that identity from V into W is 
1.4 Dual operators 
to normed of the of the of a 
many in functional 
V W', 
domain D(A) V and in W. Wi E W' we 
question, under what conditions there exist Vi E V' such 
,Av) = (v',v) Vv E D(A)? 
It can be shown that a nejcessaI:Y and 
D(A) V' , this is 
UU.L,","~~V condition (A.9) to hold is 
H~U.~'V~ uniquely case, v'is 
we 
(A.9) 
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V(A) is the whole space V, then defines a linear ",-n,,, .. .,,..,.. .. A' 
W' V' such A/wi = Vi, The AI is called the operator A, 
we may 
(wl,Av) = (A'wl,v) Vv E V, E W', 
If =V A is bounded, is also 
IIA'II IIAII· 
A.2 Function 
The uu"v.,,'u spaces to be include the cm(n) cm (fl) m-times 
differentiable functions on fl LP(fl), 80-
wm,p(fl), their Hm(fl) = wm,2(fl), 
defined on an bounded domain fl C IRd that will be as-
sumed to prescribed condition of smoothness. In order gIve a 
proper treatment of time-dependent problems, we will later introduce vector-valued 
function spaces, which functions of and time to interpreted as 
from a into a Banach or of functions. 
2.1 , and (0) 
Let fl a bounded domain in lRei (d :::;; 3 for most applications). going on 
discuss function we introduce useful multi-index notation. 
Multi-index notation. Let denote set of all nT'l"IiPT''''rI d-tuples of UVJeuJ.',;<,"""J. 
A member of will be denoted by a or (3, for 
, .. , ad), 
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'U.'-'~J'VV'" by lal the sum lal = a1 + a2 + . . . ad, called 
partial derivative 
length of a, 
Thus if I -m - , 
example, a (1, 3) 
case partial 
will 
to 
partial derivatives of v. 
lal = a1 + a2 a3 = 1 0 + 3 = 4, 
defined 
A.2.2 of continuous 
. functions 
continuously 
We by C(!1) space of all functions are continuous on 
!1. Since!1 is open, a from space C(!1) is not bounded; 
for the continuous function v( x) = x on (0, 1). denote 
further by C (!1) 
on!1. 
continuous 
is a Banach 
of functions that are bounded and uniformly continuous 
""",1-", ... 1- with the that a and 
on rt a unique continuous space 
with the norm 
IlvIiC(?i) = sup{lv(;:c)I: ;:c E!1} == max{lv(;:c)I: ;:c E 
For 
together 
likewise 
m, cm(rt) is 
their "..,f",,,,""'" of 
Cm(rt) = {v E C(!1) : E C(!1) 
to be of 
to m arecontinuousj 
for lal :5 
lal :5 m}. 
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It is common practice to C(O) 
space cm(o) can endowed the semi norm 
Iv II 
and it becomes a Banach wi th the norm 
m 
we 
and 
These are of infinitely differentiable Finally, we set 
IS with the norm 
lui sup IDou(x)1 
lol:::;k 
A.2.3 The 
We denote by LP(O) the 
which 
of (equivalence V'a.."" ... " of) measurable functions v for 
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is understood to be in 
a space endowed the norm" . IIp(n) .... "'u ...... "" .... by 
IlvIlLP(n) = (In Iv(z)IP dX) liP. 
When there is no danger of confusion, to the 0 will omitted 
the for norms. It will also to the norm on L2(0) 
when is unlikely be II . IILP is a norm only 
it is that u an functions, functions 
any 
equivalent if they are equal almost everywhere (a.e.), that is, equal"'v,~,-v\l\l 
on a subset 0 of Lebesgue measure zero. 
The LP(O) can be "A"""....,. .... "" ..... to the case p 00 
following manner. define 
by 
ess v = inf{M E 
(denoted by ess sup) of 
00] : $ M a.e. O}. 
V IS be essentially bounded above if ess < 00. similar 
tion may to the that is 
essent;lallV bounded below. We v is essentially if both ess supnv 
are finite. 
we define 
Loo(O) = {v: v IS bounded on 
This space is a Banach when with norm 
Since all continuous functions on a bounded "-lV'~,",U set are bounded, we 
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The case p = 2 is special, in (indeed, a 
Hilbert endowed with 
(,0) is an inner product 
product 
(u, v( a:: ) 
This product, in turn, norm II.' 11£<'12)' 
Let v a function defined on 
subset ,0' CC ,0, v E £1'(,0'). For 
We say that v E LioAn) if for any proper 
number p E [1, (0), 
by 
to 
and reflexivity. 
= 1 (with 
We define the dual 
convention that q 
q of p E [1,(0) 
00 when p = 1). 
[LP(,O)]' 
identified with its dual 
and so it is clear 
be 
For 1 < p <.00 
LP(n) (U(n))' = (LP(n))". 
the spaces LP(,O) are 1 < p < 00. 
In 
of p q are 
£1 (,0) and (,0) are not reflexive, it is possible to identify 
dual £1(,0); identification is avr,,.aQ·,,,a('l in the form 
other hand, (,0) can identified only a nT'n,,,,"r subspace (£00(,0)),. 
Sobolev 
We a definition that for 
the boundary a need 
any point a:: = (Xl, 
d A ( ) IRd- 1 Y = Xd an a:: = Xl, X2, • •• 1 Xd-l E . 
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An 11 in IRd is r if there 
constants 0: > 0 and /3 > 0, a (rem,ym), 
respective f m , m = 1, ... , M, that are Lipschitz-continuous on 
v.VJeUUHJ.<> of definition {rem: lrem I ::; o:} such 
r~ 
for m = 1, ... , M, 
((rem,ym): (rem) < < fm(re m) /3, lreml::; c 11, 
((rem,ym): fm(re m) - /3 < ym < fm(rem), lremj ::; o:} C IRd\11. 
generally, we say· that boundary is if functions fm are 
that it is smooth if X = 
With a abuse terminology, a domain with a Lipschitz boundary is 
to as a Lipschitz ","VJ.U ... J..U, with modifications in uVJ.UV'.J.VU". for 
boundaries of other classes. In the following J we always assume that 11 is a Lipschitz 
domainJ unless stated otherwise. note, though, that such an assumption 
not some results 
Sobolev nteger m 
p ~ 1 or p = 00, we '-',",","Lv 
DOtv E for o:E with 10:1 ::; m}, 
are taken distributional sense. 
are by 
jlvll = Ilvllm,p,o = (E IIDOtvlltp(o)) IIp, 1::; p < 00, 
IOtI~m 
(A.I0) 
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IIvllm.oo.n = (A.11) 
With the norm defined above, space Wm·p(O) becomes a .J.J<N.U<N"'.U We also 
introduce here the on spaces Wm,P(O): 
Ivlm.p.n = (L II DavIItp(n)r /P , 1 ~ P < 00, 
lal=m 
/v/m,oo.n /IDaVIlLOO(n). 
Wm,P(O) is reflexive jf only 1 < p < 00. note 
WO,P(O) 
The case p 2 is that wm,2(O) may assigned an product. 
wm.2(O) Hm(o) and the inner on by 
as before, (', . ) £2(n) the L2(0) product. With this product, 
(0) is a Hilbert The corresponding norm will be by II . IIH"'(Sl) or 
simply by II . IIHm, aep'enclmg on "''-'~u ...... context. 
............. £ ... 1"0 .. of wm,p(o). 
are following 
Theorem The following statements are valid: 
(b) V(O) '-+ wm,p(o). 
(c) Cm(O) '-+ Wm,P(O). 
embeddings ami 
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(d) COO(51)nwm,p(51) is dense in Wm,p(51)i in words} afunction in Wm,p(51) 
can approximated by a smooth up the boundary. 
(e) (Sobolev compact embedding) If k < m - dip with 1 < P ::; oo} then 
Wm,p(51) "--t"--t particular, Wm,p(51) "--t"--t Ck(51). 
Trace theorems. uniformly continuous v on a bounded 51 
with boundary f has a well-defined boundary value, by vir. 
property expressed an manner of a 
I the trace which associates with each v E C(51) its boundary value 
IV = v a function belonging to C(f). 
For a v E Wm,p(51) the 
the r",,,,Trl.r-T of v to f 
and functions Wm,p(51) are 
possible to extend of the 
to functions Wm,p(51) certain 
summarized in following. 
of its boundary value is 
sense, r is a 
straightfor-
measure zero, 
it is 
of the 
functions C (51) 
m and p. This result is 
Theorem 
bounded 
Assume 1 ::; P ::; 00 and m > 1/ p. Then there a "II.'HII"II,'" 
surjective mapping I: Wm,p(51) -+ Wm-1/p,P(f) that IV = vir 
v E Wm,p(51) n C(51). 
In future, 
will simply 
the IV a Sobolev 
trace IV. 
is defined, we 
on 
In ......... " ....... 1". from compatibility conditions we confine 
rivative of a function is completely """"U''-'y' if the 
boundary. 
•• un.v.v' ..... itself is a 
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n = (nIl' .. , nd)T denote outward normal to boundary r 0, 
to The normal derivative of a uu."uv'u v E IS 
defined by 
The that this definition can extended 
tions in Sobolev 
Theorem A.3 (Second Trace Theorem). Assume that 0 is a bounded set 
with a Ck,l boundary Assume that 1 ::S p ::S 00 m > k+ 
unique bounded linear surjective mappings Wm,P(O) -7 
Then 
l/p,p(r) 
(j = 0,1, .. . ,k) that /jV = (8i vI8ni )lr v E Wm,P(O) n C k ,l(O). 
is important to note the ranges the trace "'''''~,.,.",.'..,. .... C' are n'l'rln",'I' subsets 
LP(r). On hand, it can be that Wm-j-l/p,p(r) is in LP(r), 
for j 0,1, ... , k. 
The W;'P(O). With definition traces our it is now 
of Sobolev by that 
vanish on To this we define' 
"" .'  
=0 j < m -lip}. 
defined by 
Immediately we see that function W;,p (0) can approximated by a 
of functions with the norm of Wm,P( 0). 
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From the definition and the second theorem, W:,p (!l) is a 
(!l) to replace W:,2(!l). In of wm,p(!l). When p we write 
will use the 
(!l) = {v E (!l): v = 0, Dv 0 a.e. on 
Equivalent norms. result can used 
norms definition on Sobolev ,,,,,.,' ... ,, Recall that over 
semmorm ""'-' ........ "" by 
subspace 
we 
Sobolev 
Theorem ( Equivalent Norm Theorem) Let!l be an bounded, con-
nected set in IRd with a Lipschitz boundary) k 2:: I, 1 S p< 00. Assume that 
Ii : Wk,P(!l) ---r 1 j S J, are seminorms on Wk,P(!l) satisfying two conditions: 
(H2 ) If v is a polynomial of 
1 S j S J) then v = O. 
than or 
J 
Ilvll = Ivlk,p,n + 
j=l 
or 
J 
(v) 
IIvll = (IvI1,p,n + fj(v)p) 
j:::::l 
to k - 1 
is equivalent to the norm IIvllk,p,n. 
We will the quantity 
J 
IIvll = Ivlk,p,n 
Ii(v) - OJ 
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is a norm on W k,P(S1) equivalent norm IIvllk,p,n. That 
J 
IIvll = (Ivltp,n + Ji(v)pr /P 
j=l 
is also an norm can proved similarly. 
( Hl ), we see for some c> 0, 
So we need only to show that is another \."VlJ,aOO,U c>o 
We contradiction. Suppose that inequality is 
{VI} C Wk,P(S1) with 
(a) Ilvlllk,p,n = 1, 
(b) !IvI11 :; 1/1 
for 1 = 1,2, .... 
(b), we see that as I -+ 
and 
Ji(vt) -+ 0, 1:; j :; 
UlHA"'U sequence in lIf!k,P(S1), and 
is a subsequence of the 
V E Wk-l,P(S1) such 
{VI}, still by 
115 
that 
then we can a 
a 
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Drcmertv and IVI -+ 0 as 1 -+ 00, with the uniqueness of a 
that 
Ivlk" n = lim IVI '= O. 
w. 1-+00 
We conclude that v is a polynomial of "":""T""'''' than or equal k - 1. 
other hand, the continuity of functionals Ii, 1 :::; j :::; J, we that 
= 0, 1:::; j :::; J. 
Using assumption (H2 ), we see that v = 0, contradicts the that 
proof of result is now completed. o 
A.2.5 of solution on the boundary [27, 29] 
We a UU\.<" .. JL<vJ.,LV .... J. result on of neighbour-
hood boundary . 
Assume that L is an elliptic differential operator of order 2m) reg-
ular enough in a domain O. If u E (0) is a solution to the '':Lu = f in 
D} f E 
Then u E Hk+m(o) if D E 
A Some Inequalities 
We summarize in inequalities, that are 
I 
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A.3.l Sobolev Inequalities [1, 28] 
51 is a bounded domain IRn with boundary r E 
Imbedding (Theorem A.I), 
p < 00 we deduce 
1. if ~ - r;: = } > 0, IluilL'l(O) ~ C(m, n,p)lIu (51) I ~ q < 00 
case p = 2, m I 
n = 2, IIUIiLq(o) ~ ClluIlHJ(O) 't/q, I ~ q < 00 
n = 3, IluIIL6(O) ~ ClluIlHJ(o) 
n 3,llu < 
n ~ 3, IluIlL2n/(n-2l(O) ~ ClluIiHJ(o) 
if ! - !!!. < 0 p n , Wm,p(n) y Lq(n) p ~ q ~ 00 we 
Iv(x)1 ~ 51) IIv Iiwm ,P(O) , (A.I2) 
IIUIlLq(o) ~ C2(m, n, n)lIullwm ,p(o). (A.I3) 
The case p= m 2 and q = (A.I2) and (A.I3) obtain 
Iv(x)1 + IlvIIL4(O) ~ C(n)ll v IIH2(n) 
lIullHP ~ Cllu p~q 
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A~3 Poincare-Friedrichs Inequality 
may of Equivalent Norm Theorem 
(Theorem 
.. 
We take Theorem k = 1, p = J = 1, We can then conclude there 
a c > 0, only on such that inequality 
IIvlh.n ::; c IvlI,n V v E (0) 
holds. It follows from (A.14) that the 1·11 is a norm on HJ(O), equivalent 
to the usual (O)-norm. 
More if ro is an nonempty of the 
IS a c > 0, uvIJC;.uLUULl". on such 
(A.15) 
(0) = {v E (0) : v :;::: ° a.e. on ro}. 
This can be by k = 1, p J = 1, 
h(v) = t Ivl 
ra .,¥ 
We often use Inequality form 
In II v ll 2dx ::; C In l'Vul2dx Vu E !HMO) 
A Korn's inequality [32] 
For u E [HJ(O)]3, we the function 
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Korri.' s first 
n such that 
states that a constant c > 0 £1"'''PTI£1 only on . 
inequality 
norms II'vll[Hl(n)]3 and 
Equivalent Norm 
" 
= !lvll are 
A.3 Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality 
V an product 
v)1 :::; lIullllvll Vu,v E V. 
A.3.5 Young Inequality 
We the special case: a, b are positive 
a, bE IR, c> 0, we 
implies 
ab 
(A.I6) 
he()relTI (Theorem A.4 
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A Gronwall's Lemma 
Theorem .6 Let u : [0, T] ---+ IR be continuous nonnegative. C 2: 
0, > 0 are that 
u(t) ::; c + lot Ku(s)ds 'it E [0, 
Then 
E [0, T]. 
First, C > 0, let 
U(t) = C + lot Ku(s)ds > 
By vlo",lV.u of we find 
So 
by 
and so 
u(t)::; 
K u(t); 
---:-'-:-'-< 
~(lnU(t))::; K, 
U(t)) ::; In U(O) + Kt 
by 
U(t) ::; 
u(t) ::; CeKt. 
= 0, apply the above argument a sequence of positive Ci 
o as i -+ 00. 
tend to 
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